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Preface - 序
I arrived at Leuven on 18th of September, 2010 and I stayed here for 6
years. I did two masters and a Ph.D. here. Before coming to Leuven, I
knew nothing about econometrics: What is econometrics? But they put
me in the course advanced econometrics taught by my Ph.D. advisor Geert
Dhaene. I had quite some difficulty to follow the course, as most of the
content looked like Greek to me (for the record, I’m Chinese). However, I
found econometrics interesting: It’s a magic to recover things that we do not observe, aka
“estimation” in fancy terminology. And there, I started my journey in econometrics. During
my second master, my course portfolio included things like statistics, modeling, time series,
and econometrics - everything I could choose that were related to econometrics. During my
Ph.D., I worked on this thing called the “incidental parameter problem” - neither life-saving
nor machine-making. But I liked it! And it turns out that I made it to the graduation.
我 2010 年 9 月 18 日到鲁汶，然后在这里待了六年，读了两个硕士一个
博士。来鲁汶之前，我完全没有计量经济学背景–计量经济学是什么鬼？然
后他们要让我学我博士导师 Geert Dhaene 教的高级计量经济学。当时上课
的感觉就是各种懵 X，上的东西就像希腊语一样（顺便说下，我是中国人）。
但我当时感觉计量非常因缺思厅，可以变出各种无法观测的东西。用一本正
经的术语来解释，这叫“估计”。所以，我决定要学计量经济学。读第二个硕
士的时候，我的选修课就是各种统计、建模、时间序列、计量–所有跟计量有关的课。在读博
期间，我研究了一个叫“伴生参数问题”的东西，一不治病救人，二不发明创造的东西。但宝宝
喜欢！然后居然毕业了。
Geert Dhaene has been a pivotal figure during my master and Ph.D. training. He su-
pervised my two master theses and my Ph.D. dissertation. During my Ph.D. career, Geert
has been constantly offering advice, suggestions, and, more importantly, corrections for my
work. Without all these, I would never understand the critical concepts such as the asymp-
totic expansion of the maximum likelihood estimator, the stochastic order of magnitude,
and the convergence of random variables - I could never complete my dissertation. Geert’s
focus on details was initially a pressure on me, as not only the mathematical content of my
writing has to be stated with great accuracy, but the writing itself also must be completely
correct - down to the punctuation marks. However, I eventually learnt a lot from him:
My writing has been improved dramatically during my Ph.D. training, and the accuracy
of the mathematical statements that I’ve been making have been greatly enhanced. For
all the advice, both research- and non-research-related, I would like to express my greatest
thank to him, both as the advisor and as a friend; and my greatest apology for having
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been bombing him with sloppy derivations, badly formulated questions, and underprepared
writings.
Geert Dhaene 是我博士生涯中最关键的人物。他指导了我的两篇硕士论文和我的博士论
文。在博士学习期间，Geert 对我的工作提出了各种意见建议以指正。没有他的指导，我将无
法掌握最大似然估计量的渐进展开、随机数量阶、随机变量的收敛等概念，将无法完成我的
博士论文。Geert 对细节的认真最初对我来说是一个巨大的压力，我的数学表达和语法用词标
点符号都要精确。然而这样的压力让我学到了很多，经过博士的学习，我的写作和数学表达
都有了巨大的进步。在此，我要对作为导师和朋友的 Geert 在我工作和生活方面的指导和建
议表示衷心的感谢，以及对我的那些混乱的推导、提问、写作表示诚恳的歉意。
Christophe Croux has been influential since my early study as a master. I remember
following his course advanced time series analysis and coming to his office for the oral
exam of that course, with a course paper on the application of time series analysis on
exchange rates. He is an interesting person, although I was a bit shy to talk to him. His
remarks on my research have been in different aspects that I had not thought of carefully.
I thank Christophe for the comments and suggestions that eventually helped to polish
the research and the dissertation. Ferre De Graeve has provided numerous comments
on my research and my dissertation. Ferre’s comments have turned my attention to the
details that I had not even considered about. These comments influenced the final text
of my dissertation significantly. Many thanks are dedicated to him for these comments
and remarks. Maurice Bun has influenced my research at an early stage. When I was in a
conference, he read my poster and left many opinions that eventually helped at a later stage;
and more importantly, he was one of the few readers that ever read my poster. During my
pre-defense, Maurice’s remarks on, amongst other things, the likelihood-ratio test eventually
encouraged me to explore the related topic. I would like to thank him for these insightful
remarks. It was a great pleasure to have him in my doctoral committee. Ioannis Kosmidis
has also helped my research prior to the final phase. Ioannis and I have a common interest
on bias corrections. During his visit to our department, I had the pleasure to discuss
with him about a preliminary development on what later became the most contributive
chapter of my Ph.D. dissertation. His remarks are sharp but constructive. Ioannis pointed
out an issue in my dissertation which eventually forced me to correct a proposition into a
conjecture. I would like to give my gratitude to him for the early help, the remarks, and
especially for taking time to look at my dissertation when travelling. In addition, I would
also like to thank Willem Moesen for being the chairman of my Ph.D. committee. It was
not easy to find a chairman due to the timing, but Willem took the duty.
Christophe Croux 从我硕士时期起就对我产生了正面的影响，我还记得在硕士期间选修
他的高级时间序列分析以及去他办公室参加这门课程的口试，当时我的课程论文是时间序列
分析对汇率的应用。他是一个风趣的人，虽然我因为内向而很少跟他联系。他对我的研究提出
了很多独特的建议，涉及的方面都是我没有仔细考虑过的。我想感谢 Christophe 对我的研究
提出的意见建议，这些建议最终对我的论文产生很大的作用。Ferre De Graeve 对我的研究和
我的博士论文提出了非常多的建议。Ferre 的建议让我注意到很多我以前没有考虑到的细节，
这些建议对我博士论文最终内容的成型产生了很大的意义。非常感谢 Ferre 的建议。Maurice
Bun 早期就影响了我的研究。某次参加研讨会时，Maurice 读了我的学术海报并且留下了很
多意见，这些意见后期对我的研究产生了很大的帮助，并且，当时 Maurice 是海报为数不多
的读者之一。Maurice 在预答辩期间提出了很多深刻的建议。其中，关于似然比检验的建议
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最终鼓励了我去探索相关领域。在此，我想感谢他以及他的建议，非常荣幸能请到 Maurice
参加我的答辩委员会。Ioannis Kosmidis 也从早期开始就对我的研究产生了帮助。Ioannis 和
我都对偏误修正领域有兴趣。他访问我院时，我有幸与他讨论了我的初步研究成果。这些成
果最终成为了我博士论文中最有贡献的一章。Ioannis 的意见非常尖锐但具有建设性，他指出
了我论文中的一个问题，这个问题最终迫使我将一个论点改正为了更弱的推测。我非常感谢
Ioannis 早期的帮助、建议，特别是在旅行期间仍然愿意为我的论文抽出时间。此外，我还想
感谢 Willem Moesen 愿意做答辩委员会的主席。因为时间的问题，当时主席并不好找，但是
Willem 同意了。
Many other researchers have influenced me and my work in many ways. I would like
to acknowledge the valuable advice from, amongst others, Andreas Dzemski, Nicola Sar-
tori, Gautam Tripathi, and Alastair Young. I would also like to express my gratitude to
those who shared their experiences and opinions at various conferences and workshops. In
addtion, I would like to thank my family for providing supports on my life, my study, and
my work.
其他学者也通过不同的方式影响了我和我的研究。感谢 Andreas Dzemski、Nicola Sartori、
Gautam Tripathi、Alastair Young 对研究提出的宝贵建议；感谢前期在学术研讨会和专题讨
论中与我分享经验和意见的学者们。此外，感谢我的家庭对我的生活、学习、工作提供的支
持。
Yutao Sun 孙宇涛
Leuven, September 2016 2016 年 9 月于鲁汶

Introduction
Panel data are important in empirical microeconomics. In micro panels, a large sample of
units (e.g., households, workers, firms, etc.) are followed over time and repeated measure-
ments of the variables of interest are recorded. Standard methods of data analysis, such
as linear and nonlinear regression models, all have panel data versions. The simplest is
to pool all the data, as if it were just a cross-sectional data set. More refined methods,
however, seek to control for unobserved but time-constant heterogeneity in the data. This
requires introducing unit-specific parameters (or “fixed effects”) in the model, one for each
unit. One may think of these parameters as absorbing the effect of any unobserved (but
time-constant) variables on the outcome variable of interest. Typically, unobserved and
observed variables are correlated and, therefore, the unit-specific parameters cannot easily
be eliminated from the model (e.g., by integration), in particular when the model is nonlin-
ear or contains lagged dependent variables. This leads to a challenging statistical problem.
Because there are only a few repeated measurements for each unit, the unit-specific pa-
rameters cannot be estimated accurately. This is not problematic in itself (unit-specific
parameters are rarely of interest themselves) but in many models there is a spill-over effect:
it causes standard estimation methods for the other parameters, which are of interest (e.g.,
regression coefficients), to be incorrect. The problem was discovered by Neyman and Scott
in 1948 and is known as the incidental parameter problem. In a sense, it cannot be resolved
in full generality. This dissertation contributes approximate solutions to the incidental
parameter problem.
The estimation of the unit-specific parameters introduces bias into the likelihood func-
tion and, therefore, into the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters of interest.
Chapter 1 derives a second-order corrected likelihood function which, on maximizing, im-
proves on the maximum likelihood estimator. The correction is based on an approximation
to an “infeasible” likelihood function that is not affected by the incidental parameter prob-
lem. As a second-order correction, it is a refinement of the first-order corrections available
in the literature.
Chapter 2 provides a first-order corrected likelihood for the double incidental parameter
problem. Here, in addition to the unit-specific parameters, there is also a set of time-specific
parameters, one for each time period in which the repeated measurements are recorded.
The time-specific parameters introduce additional bias into the likelihood function and the
maximum likelihood estimator. The proposed correction approximately removes the bias
caused jointly by the two sets of incidental parameters.
Chapter 3 contributes a Stata program, xtspj, that implements the split-panel jackknife
vii
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method for approximate incidental parameter bias correction. The program is general in
that it takes any user-specified likelihood as input. The current version of the program is
supplemented with three pre-programmed (possibly dynamic) fixed-effect models: the logit,
the probit, and the linear model. The data are allowed to be unbalanced.
Throughout, the setup is a general parametric likelihood framework, for several reasons.
First, the incidental parameter problem is a problem of parametric maximum likelihood
(with an increasing number of nuisance parameters), not just of least squares. Second,
the likelihood setup allows general solutions, i.e., solutions that are not limited to specific
models. For certain models there exist other, ad hoc solutions. In the linear autoregressive
model, for example, GMM provides an “exact” solution. But, so far, GMM does seem to
provide a systematic approach to the incidental parameter problem. The generality of the
likelihood-based solutions comes at a cost. In general the solutions are only approximate.
They are seldom exact. Because the theory is so heavily relying on approximations, simu-
lations are needed to examine the quality of the approximations. Accordingly, each chapter
in this dissertation reports a series of simulation results. It is found, invariably, that the
approximations are surprisingly accurate.
The focus in this dissertation is on point estimation in settings with incidental param-
eters. Besides estimation, other important statistical procedures are also affected by the
presence of incidental parameters, including hypothesis testing, specification testing, and
robustness checks. Except for a small simulation study on the likelihood ratio test, these
topics are not studied here.
Chapter 1
Second-order corrected
likelihood for nonlinear models
with fixed effects
Co-authored with Geert Dhaene
Abstract
We propose a second-order correction for nonlinear fixed-effect panel models. The
correction is made via the log-likelihood function. It removes the two leading terms
of the bias of the log-likelihood that arises from estimating the fixed effects. Maxi-
mizing the corrected likelihood gives a second-order bias-corrected estimator, with
bias O(T 3), where T is the number of time periods. The correction applies to
general nonlinear fixed-effect models with independent observations. The bias re-
duction properties are confirmed in simulations for binary-choice models.
Keywords: Incidental parameter problem, maximum likelihood, asymptotic bias
correction.
1.1 Introduction
Panel data are becoming ever more important in economic studies. In panel studies,
researchers often attempt to capture individual heterogeneity by introducing individual-
specific parameters, or “fixed effects”, in the model. When the number of time periods in
the data set is small, however, nonlinear models with a large number of fixed-effect param-
eters may give maximum likelihood (ML) estimates that are severely biased. This is known
as the incidental parameter problem (IPP) of Neyman and Scott (1948). Lancaster (2000)
surveys the IPP and various approaches trying to solve it. To outline the problem, let the
data set have N cross-sectional units, indexed by i = 1;    ; N , and T time periods, indexed
by t = 1;    ; T . Suppose, as is common, that N is large and T small. This situation is
well approximated by asymptotics with N ! 1 and T fixed. Let log f (Yit; ; ai) be the
log-likelihood associated with observation Yit (possibly conditional on observed covariates
1
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Xit). Here  is the vector of parameters that apply to all observations i; t (so  is the
“common” parameter) and a1;    ; aN are fixed-effect (nuisance) parameters, or “inciden-
tal” parameters as Neyman and Scott (1948) called them. Now bi, the ML estimator of ai,
only uses the data from the ith individual. Therefore, when T is fixed, bi remains random
for every i even as N ! 1. In many models, this introduces a bias in the log-likelihood
function in the sense that the ML estimator b of  converges to a point T 6= 0, where
0 is the true value of . One may view 0 as the maximizer of the probability limit, as
N ! 1, of the log-likelihood that depends on the true values of the fixed effects; and T
as the maximizer of the probability limit, as N !1, of the log-likelihood that depends on
the estimates of the fixed effects. The two probability limits are in general different, and so
are their maximizers, 0 and T . The bias of b is O(T 1). When T ! 1, all bi converge
to their true values and so does b. However, when N;T !1 with T increasing at the same
rate as N , the random variation in bi vanishes too slowly and the limiting distribution ofb is not centered at 0 (see Hahn and Newey (2004)).
In the course of nearly seven decades since the IPP was discovered, numerous researchers
have attempted to solve it, either exactly or approximately, either analytically or numeri-
cally. In the early years, solutions were specific for a given model or class of models. For
example, an exact solution of the IPP is possible if a conditional likelihood exists that de-
pends on  but not on the fixed effects; see, e.g., Cox (1958) and Andersen (1970). For many
models, however, no such conditional likelihood exists. Therefore, researchers have also
tried to find general solutions, i.e., solutions that do not depend on the specific functional
form of the density. Such solution methods can, in general, only be approximate. They aim
at approximate bias correction in some appropriate asymptotic sense. One way of obtaining
approximate bias corrections is by model-free methods such as the jackknife or bootstrap.
For example, Hahn and Newey (2004) and Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) propose jackknife
estimators of the bias. Another way is to analytically derive the approximate bias of b, as
in Hahn and Newey (2004) and Hahn and Kuersteiner (2011), or of the objective function,
i.e., the log-likelihood, as in Arellano and Hahn (2006). The bias-corrected log-likelihood
of Arellano and Hahn (2006) is an approximation to an infeasible log-likelihood that is not
subject to the IPP. The correction reduces the bias in the log-likelihood from O(T 1) to
O(T 2). The maximizer of the corrected log-likelihood serves as a bias-corrected estimator,
inheriting the order of bias O(T 2) from the corrected log-likelihood.
The analytical bias corrections, i.e., the methods based on a explicit formula for the
approximate bias, are currently first-order only. They remove one term, the leading term,
of a large-T asymptotic expansion of the bias. When T is small, the corrected estimator
may still be significantly biased. This is due, partly, to the term of order O(T 2) still being
non-negligible for small T . This paper derives a refined approximation to the infeasible
log-likelihood which allows removing the O(T 2) bias term from the log-likelihood as well.
The result is a second-order bias-corrected log-likelihood, with bias O(T 3). The corrected
estimator of , obtained subsequently from maximizing the corrected log-likelihood, may
then serve as a second-order bias-corrected estimator, with bias that is expected to be of
order O(T 3). Furthermore, it may be conjectured that the asymptotic distribution of the
second-order corrected estimator is centered correctly under asymptotics where N/T 5 ! 0
(under regularity conditions). As a comparison, the condition for the uncorrected estimator
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b to be asymptotically correctly centered is N/T ! 0; and for the first-order corrected
estimator the condition is N/T 3 ! 0.
We develop the second-order corrected log-likelihood by extending the approach of Arel-
lano and Hahn (2006). The correction can be applied to a general class of models provided
that the data are independent and some regularity conditions are satisfied. The corrected
log-likelihood depends only on known quantities such as Yit, bi, and log-likelihood deriva-
tives. Hence, it can be constructed in a straightforward way from the data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 provides a brief review of the IPP and
a short introduction on correcting the likelihood function. Section 1.3 gives the main
result, the expression of the second-order corrected log-likelihood, and an outline of the
derivation. Section 1.4 presents examples and simulations. Section 1.5 concludes. Details
of the derivation are given in the Appendix.
1.2 Incidental parameter problem and correcting the ob-
jective function
We begin by giving a brief review of the IPP and a short introduction on correcting the ob-
jective function. In what follows, we assume that expectations exist wherever they are taken
and that the stochastic order of remainder terms does not increase on taking expectations.
We shall focus on the non-technical aspects here.
1.2.1 Incidental parameter problem
Let Yit denote the (i; t)th observation, where i = 1;    ; N and t = 1;    ; T . We assume
that the Yit are independent across i and t (conditional on covariates and fixed effects).
With f (Yit; ; ai) the conditional density of Yit,  the common parameter, and ai the fixed-
effect parameter, let
i ()  argmax
ai
1
T
X
t
E log f (Yit; ; ai)
and bi ()  argmax
ai
1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; ai)
be, respectively, the (infeasible) pseudo-true value and the estimator of the fixed effect of
the ith individual, for given . We use E () to denote the expectation taken under the
true density, f (Yit; 0; i0), i.e., the density evaluated at the true values, 0 and i0, of
the parameters  and ai. Note that i () becomes the true value of the fixed effect when
evaluated at  = 0, i.e., i (0) = i0. Since the purpose is to correct the log-likelihood
function at any given , we will keep  fixed in much of the analysis and sometimes drop
it as a function argument to condense the notation. We shall also often omit the index i
because for each i the log-likelihood is corrected in the same way. Now, for given i and ,
let bl ()  1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; bi ())
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be the profiled (or concentrated) log-likelihood function (with i omitted from bl ()). Through-
out, we normalize all log-likelihoods by the number of observations. Averaging bl () over
i and maximizing gives the ML estimator, b. The profiled log-likelihood is obtained on
plugging ai = bi () into the unprofiled log-likelihood. On the other hand, if i () were
known and plugged in, we would obtain the infeasible profiled log-likelihood function
l ()  1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; i ()) :
The infeasible profiled log-likelihood is not subject to the IPP. That is,
0 = argmax

plim
N!1
1
N
X
i
l ()
even for fixed T .
The IPP occurs because bl () is a biased estimate of l (). When T is fixed, bi ()
remains random for every i even as N ! 1. The random variation in bi () does not
vanish as N ! 1. In many models, this introduces a bias in the log-likelihood function
and the ML estimator of , b  argmax 1/NPi bl (), converges to a wrong value, T ; i.e.,
plimN!1 b = T 6= 0, where T  plimN!1 argmax 1/NPi bl (). When N;T ! 1
with N/T !  6= 0, the random variation in bi () vanishes, so that b !p 0 in general.
However, the limiting distribution of
p
NT (b 0) is not centered at 0, implying asymptotic
undercoverage of the confidence interval. The bias in the limiting distribution disappears
only when N/T ! 0, i.e., when T increases faster than N . This result is established in,
e.g., Hahn and Kuersteiner (2002) and Hahn and Newey (2004).
The many-normal-means model (Neyman and Scott (1948)) is a well-known instance
of the IPP. The following example compares bl () and l (), and their maximizers, in this
model.
Example 1.1 (Many normal means). Assume Yit  N (i; 0), where i, the mean, is
different across i, and 0, the variance, is the same for all i; t. The log-likelihood is, for
each i,
1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; ai) =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
T
X
t
(Yit   ai)2
2
:
In this example, i () and bi () are easily obtained in closed form,
i  i () = EiYit; bi  bi () = 1
T
X
t
Yit;
and so,
bl () =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
T
X
t
(Yit   bi)2
2
;
l () =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
T
X
t
(Yit   i)2
2
:
It follows that b = 1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   bi)2 ; plim
N!1
b = 0   0
T
:
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Thus, b is inconsistent for 0 when T is fixed, and the bias of b is O(T 1). On the other
hand,
0 = argmax

plim
N!1
1
N
X
i
l () = plim
N!1
1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   i)2 ;
confirming that l () is not subject to the IPP.
1.2.2 Correcting the objective function
l () is infeasible since i () is unknown. However, it is often possible to construct an
approximation to l () using quantities depending only on bi (), which can be computed
from the data. Specifically, if we could build a kth-order approximating function bl(k) (),
independent of i (), that satisfies
El () = Ebl(k) () +O(T k 1);
then bl(k) () serves as a corrected log-likelihood function and a less biased estimator of 0
may be obtained as b(k)  argmax

1
N
X
i
bl(k) () : (1.2.1)
Arellano and Hahn (2006) provide the approximating function for k = 1, the first order. It
takes the form (for a single i) bl(1) () = bl () + bb1
T
;
where bb1 is a function evaluated at bi (). Arellano and Hahn (2006) also show that b(1)
derived from bl(1) () as in (1.2.1) is biased to the order O(T 2) only. Thus b(1) inherits the
order of bias reduction from bl(1) (). Our contribution to the literature is that we provide
bl(2) () = bl () + bb1
T
+
bb2
T 2
; (1.2.2)
where bb2, similar to bb1, is a function evaluated at bi (). Thus, the approximation is refined
to the second order.
Three likely consequences of the refinement in (1.2.2), although not formally investigated
here, are that (i) b(2) inherits the bias order, O(T 3), from bl(2) () (just as b and b(1) inherit
the bias order from bl () and bl(1) ()); (ii) the asymptotic distribution of pNT (b(2)   0) is
normal and centered at 0 under asymptotics where N/T 5 ! 0 as N;T !1; and (iii) the
likelihood ratio statistic based on bl(2) () has an asymptotic 2 null distribution under the
same asymptotics. Here, (ii) and (iii) are the natural continuation of the conditions N/T !
0 for
p
NT (b   0) to be normal and centered at 0, and N/T 3 ! 0 for pNT (b(1)   0)
to be normal and centered at 0. That is, higher-order corrections allow T to grow more
slowly with N (in practical terms, T may be small compared to N without causing too
much trouble). The focus in this paper is on deriving (1.2.2). The bias reduction property
of the corresponding estimator, b(2), in particular the conjecture that it inherits the bias
order O(T 3) from bl(2) (), will be explored in simulations.
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1.3 Second-order corrected log-likelihood
In this section, we state the main result, the second-order corrected log-likelihood function.
In parallel, we also briefly outline the derivation. The full derivation is given in Appendices
1.C.1 and 1.C.2. Also, we will make some observations that are useful but not tightly
related to the main result itself. These will be given as remarks.
1.3.1 Main result
We first introduce the following notation.
Notation 1.1 (Sums of products of individual log-likelihood derivatives). For given positive
integers J and M , let pjm 2 N and rjm 2 N for j = 1;    ; J and m = 1;    ;M . The rjm
will indicate orders of derivatives of the log-likelihood w.r.t. ai. These derivatives will be
raised to powers pjm, multiplied across j and m, and summed across time. Let
R 
0BB@
r11    r1M
... . . .
...
rJ1    rJM
1CCA , P 
0BB@
p11    p1M
... . . .
...
pJ1    pJM
1CCA ,
T  (t1;    ; tJ) jtj = 1;    ; T ; tj 6= tj08j 6= j0; j; j0 = 1;    ; J	 ;
with the constraints on pjm and rjm that (i) rjm = 0 if and only if pjm = 0; (ii) if pjm = 0
then pjm0 = 0 for m0 > m; and (iii)
PM
m=1 pjm > 0 and
PM
m=1 rjm > 0. Let
P (R;P )  J   1
2
XJ
j=1
1
XM
m=1
rjm = 1 and
XM
m=1
pjm = 1

;
L (R;P )  1
TP(R;P )
X
(t1; ;tJ )2T
JY
j=1
MY
m=1

rrjmai log f
 
Yitj ; ; ai

ai=i()
pjm
;
where 1 () is the indicator function. Finally, write
LP
 
p11; ;p1M ; ;pJ1;pJM
r11; ;r1M ; ;rJ1;rJM
  L (R;P )
to make P and the pjm and rjm appear explicitly.
Remark 1.1 (Notation 1.1). For every R and P , P (R;P ) is a half-integer or an integer
between J/2 and J , and ensures that L (R;P ) = Op (1). We state this as Proposition 1.3 in
Appendix 1.A. Also, L (R;P ) is invariant under permutations of the rows of R and P (the
same permutation applied to the rows of R and those of P ). See Appendix 1.B for examples
of notation 1.1.
We make the following assumptions about the density and about i () and bi () in
order to justify the definition of bl(2) ().
Assumption 1.1. Suppose (; 1 () ;    ; N () ; b1 () ;    ; bN ()) 2 int  A2N where
A2N is compact and int () denotes the interior of a set. For every , i () and bi ()
exist. For every nonnegative integer r  4, rrai log f (Yit; ; ai) exists and satisfiesrrai log f (Yit; ; ai) <1
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where ai 2 fi () ; bi ()g and rrai denotes the r-th derivative w.r.t. ai.
Assumption 1.2. The second derivative of log f (Yit; ; ai) w.r.t. ai satisfies
1
T
X
t
r2ai log f (Yit; ; ai) < 0
for ai 2 fi () ; bi ()g.
Remark 1.2 (Strict concavity). In general, strict concavity (Assumption 1.2) is a strong
assumption; see, e.g., Newey and McFadden (1994, chap. 35). However, there are cases
where complications arise when it is not assumed. Consider the probit model, and suppose
Yit = 1 for all t and some specific i. Then maxai 1/T
P
t log f (Yit; ; ai) is achieved at
ai !1 irrespectively of , and limai!1 1/T
P
tr2ai log f (Yit; ; ai) !p 0. We regard this
as somewhat nonstandard and exclude it by assumption.
Letting
lr  lr ()  1
T
X
t
rrai log f (Yit; ; ai)

ai=i()
;
blr  blr ()  1
T
X
t
rrai log f (Yit; ; ai)

ai=bi() ;
the main result can be stated as follows.
Proposition 1.1 (Second-order corrected log-likelihood). Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2,
El () = Ebl(2) () +O(T 3)
where bl(2) ()  bl () + bb1
T
+
bb2
T 2
(1.3.1)
with
b1  L1
 
2
1

2l2
;
b2   
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

l32
  l3L1
 
3
1

3l32
  l4L2
 
2;2
1;1

12l42
+
5l4L1
 
2
1
2
24l42
  5l
2
3L1
 
2
1
2
8l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

4l52
+
L1
 
2;1
1;2

l22
  L1
 
2
1
L1 22
2l32
  L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;3
2l32
+
3l3L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;2
2l42
:
And bb1 and bb2 are b1 and b2 evaluated at bi ().
Proof. The proof is given in Appendices 1.C.1 and 1.C.2.
The term b1 and its corresponding estimate bb1 coincide with the first-order bias cor-
rection term of Arellano and Hahn (2006) for static models. The following example is an
application of Proposition 1.1.
Example 1.2 (Many normal means, Example 1.1 continued). Becauser2ai log f (Yit; ; ai) =
 1/, we have
lr = 0 8r > 2; l2 =  1/; EL2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

= 0;
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L1
 
2;1
1;2

l22
=
L1
 
2
1

l2
;
L1
 
2
1
L1 22
2l32
=
L1
 
2
1

2l2
;
and so
bl(2) () = bl + 1
T
bL1 21
2bl2 + 1T 2
bL1 21
2bl2
=  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log   

1
T
+
1
T 2
+
1
T 3
X
t
(Yit   bi)2
2
;
where bL1 21 is L1 21 evaluated at bi. It follows that
b(2) =  1
T
+
1
T
+
1
T 3

1
N
X
it
(Yit   bi)2
=

1  1
T 3

1
N (T   1)
X
it
(Yit   bi)2 :
Hence, as N !1 with T fixed,
plim
N!1
b(2) = 0   0
T 3
;
so the bias of b(2) is O(T 3) indeed.
1.3.2 Outline of derivation
The derivation of equation (1.3.1) follows from stochastic expansions of bi ()  i () andbl ()   l (), similar to those in Arellano and Hahn (2006), but with some differences. In
appendix 1.D, we review the derivation of Arellano and Hahn (2006) and outline these
differences.
We first introduce a stochastic expansion of bi ()  i ().
Proposition 1.2 (Expansion of fixed effect). Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2,
bi ()  i () =   l1
l2
  l
2
1l3
2l32
+
l31l4
6l42
  l
2
3l
3
1
2l52
+Op(T
 2): (1.3.2)
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 1.E.
Remark 1.3 (Bias correction of ML estimator). Equation (1.3.2) is not yet accurate
enough for the calculation of a second-order corrected ML estimate (viewing bi () as an
ML estimator) if bi () were plugged in on the right-hand side of equation (1.3.2). This
is because of two complications. First, because E(bl1/bl2) = E (l1/l2) + O(T 1), the plug-in
version of the right-hand side of (1.3.2) introduces a bias of order O(T 1), which is larger
than the targeted O(T 2). Second, the Op(T 2) term must also be included to make the
second-order corrected ML estimate unbiased to the order O(T 3). That is, equation (1.3.2)
has to be extended to an additional order so that the remainder term becomes Op(T 5/2).
For the computation of bias-corrected ML estimates, see, e.g., Ferrari et al. (1996). The
first complication will be dealt with at a later stage The second one can easily be solved.
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The technique used to derive equation (1.3.2) can be continued to produce an arbitrary-order
expansion of bi ()   i (). In Appendix 1.F, we give the first 8 terms of the expansion.
The representation of the expansion of bi ()  i () is not unique. Other representations
include, e.g., Bartlett (1953a and 1953b), Haldane and Smith (1956), and Rilstone et al.
(1996).
Remark 1.4 (Relation to ML theory). It is obvious that E (bi ()  i ()) 6= 0 in general.
ML estimates are often biased; see, e.g., Box (1971). However, equation (1.3.2) can be trans-
formed such that the term of order Op(T 1/2) has expectation equal to zero. In particular, it
is possible to replace  l1/l2 with  l1/El2+ b for some b = Op(T 1). This is in line with the
asymptotic theory of the ML estimator. In particular,
p
T (bi ()  i ()) !d N (0;),
where N (; ) is the normal density and  the asymptotic variance. This is because, as
T !1, pT (bi ()  i ())!p  pT l1/El2 where E (l1/El2) = 0 and, by the central limit
theorem,
p
T l1 !d N (0;
), where 
 is the variance of
p
T l1; so
p
T (bi ()  i ()) !d
N (0;) with  = 
/ (El2)2.
Consider now the second expansion, that of bl ()   l (). Recall that the objects bl ()
and l () are identical except that bl () is evaluated at ai = bi () and l () at ai = i ().
Write bl  bl () and l  l () for brevity, given that  is held fixed. Observing that
bi ()  i () = Op(T 1/2); l1 = Op(T 1/2); lr = Op (1) 8r  2;
a Taylor expansion of bl around i () gives
bl = l + l1 (bi ()  i ()) + 1
2!
l2 (bi ()  i ())2 + 1
3!
l3 (bi ()  i ())3
+
1
4!
l4 (bi ()  i ())4 +Op(T 5/2):
Hence, on rearranging,
l = bl   l1 (bi ()  i ())  1
2
l2 (bi ()  i ())2   1
6
l3 (bi ()  i ())3
  1
24
l4 (bi ()  i ())4 +Op(T 5/2): (1.3.3)
The right-hand side of (1.3.3) depends on the quantity bi () i (), for which Proposition
1.2 may be used. Combining (1.3.2)–(1.3.3) and rearranging leads to
El = Ebl + Eb1
T
+
Eb02
T 2
+O(T 3) (1.3.4)
with b1 as in Proposition 1.1 whereas b02 6= b2; see Appendix 1.C.1 for the derivation and
an expression of b02. Here b1 and b02 are evaluated at i (), so that they are not feasible at
this stage. In addition, we cannot simply replace i (), implicit in b1, with bi () becausebi () is biased for i (), so bb1 will be biased for b1. In particular,
bb1
T
=
b1
T
+Op(T
 3/2);
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where the remainder term has expectation O(T 2), so
El = Ebl + Ebb1
T
+
Eb02
T 2
+O(T 2):
Here the remainder term is of order O(T 2) instead of the targeted O(T 3). To deal
with this problem, we apply the same technique as was used to derive equation (1.3.4).
Specifically, we Taylor-expand bb1/T around i () to obtain
b1
T
=
bb1
T
  rb1
T
(bi ()  i ())  1
2
r2b1
T
(bi ()  i ())2 +Op(T 5/2) (1.3.5)
where r and r2 denote, respectively, the first and second derivative w.r.t. i (). Next,
combining (1.3.2) and (1.3.5), we obtain, after rearranging,
b1
T
=
bb1
T
+
b1;1
T 2
+Op(T
 5/2)
where b1;1 is evaluated at i (); see Appendix 1.C.2 for the derivation and an expression
of b1;1. Then it follows that
El = Ebl + Ebb1
T
+
Eb2
T 2
+O(T 3)
where b2 = b02+ b1;1. Replacing b2 with bb2 introduces a bias of small enough order, O(T 3).
1.4 Simulations
1.4.1 Bias-corrected estimators
We first present simulations for the fixed-effect logit model. In this model, an alternative,
fixed-T consistent estimator exists, the conditional logit ML estimator (see, e.g., Andersen
(1970), Chamberlain (1980), and Heckman (1981)). Here, however, our focus is on bias cor-
rection and we only compare the ML estimator, b, and the first- and second-order corrected
estimators, b(1) and b(2). We generated data from the model
Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + "it  0)
where "it is standard-logistically distributed and Xit is a scalar covariate. Throughout, we
set N = 10; 000 and let 0 = 0:5;1 and T = 5; 10; 20. We used three designs to generate
Xit and i. In Design 1, Xit  N (0; 1) and i = 0; in this case the model could be
consistently estimated by pooled logit. In Design 2, Xit  N (0; 1) and i  N (0; 1/16);
here the model could be consistently estimated by random-effect logit with Gaussian effects.
In Design 3, Xit  N (i; 1) with i  N (0; 1/16); in this case the model has to be
estimated by a fixed-effect method due to the correlation between Xit and i. Tables 1.1 to
1.3 present the simulations results, based on 1; 000 Monte Carlo replications. A comparison
shows that all three designs yield very similar results. The IPP occurs already in Design 1,
i.e., it occurs as soon as fixed effects are being estimated, even when their true values are
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zero. Uniformly across the designs, the ML estimator is heavily biased and the bias is away
from zero. When T = 5, the bias of b varies between 25% and 30%; when T = 20, it is still
around 5%. The bias-corrected estimators b(1) and b(2) are both very effective in reducing
the bias. This holds, in particular, for the second-order bias-corrected estimator, b(2). Even
when T = 5, its bias never exceeds 3%; when T = 10, its bias is already uniformly below
0.5%. A glance at the tables also shows that the bias reductions dramatically decrease the
root-mean-squared-error (RMSE). The results further show that the expected values of all
three estimators are odd functions of 0. For example, apart from Monte Carlo error, the
reported means of b corresponding to 0 = 0:5 and 0 =  0:5 are equal but with opposite
signs. This is consequence of the symmetry of the logit model and of the designs to generate
Xit and i. There seems to be a systematic pattern that the bias of b(1) is away from zero
and that of b(2) is toward zero (note that the tables report percentage bias). We presently
do not have an explanation for this phenomenon but, as discussed later, this pattern is not
systematic across models and across different values of T . An important point, confirmed
by the simulations, is that the bias of b(2) is O(T 3). This implies, for example, that the
bias of b(2) should be reduced by a factor roughly equal to 1/8 when T is doubled (and T
is not too small).
Figure 1.1 is a graphical examination of the bias corrections to the log-likelihood in
the logit model. It plots the profiled log-likelihoods for two data sets, corresponding to
T = 5 and T = 10, both generated with N = 10; 000, Xit  N (0; 4), i = 0, and
0 = 0:5. Letting Xit  N (0; 4) introduces enough variation to make the curves sufficiently
steep and visually distinguishable from each other. The plotted curves are 1/NPi bl ()
(circles), 1/NPi bl(1) () (triangles), 1/NPi bl(2) () (squares), and 1/NPi El () (aster-
isks). Here we take 1/NPi El () instead of the target log-likelihood, 1/NPi l (), for
reasons of accuracy. By the convergence of 1/NPi l () to 1/NPi El (), the two curves
should be approximately the same when N is large. However, given the covariate values,
1/N
P
i El () has the advantage of being non-random for finite N . All log-likelihoods
are computed for  = 0:3;    ; 0:7 with a step size of 0:01, and the vertical lines indicate
the maximizers. A comparison of the two graphs shows that when T increases from 5 to
10, 1/NPi bl(2) () converges faster to 1/NPi El () than 1/NPi bl(1) () and 1/NPi bl ()
do; and that 1/NPi bl(1) () converges to 1/NPi El () faster than 1/NPi bl () does.
Even with only T = 5 periods, 1/NPi bl(2) () is already very accurate, compared to
1/N
P
i
bl(1) () and 1/NPi bl (), as an approximation to 1/NPi El () (and to 1/NPi l ());
and the maximizer of 1/NPi bl(2) () is very close to the maximizer of 1/NPi El (), which
is 0 = 0:5.
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Table1.1:Sim
ulationsforthelogitm
odel,Design
1
Setting
M
ean
%
Bias
RM
SE
M
ean
%
Bias
RM
SE
M
ean
%
Bias
RM
SE
M
ean
%
Bias
RM
SE
T
=
5

0
=
0
:5

0
=
 
0
:5

0
=
1

0
=
 
1
b
0
:6
3
1
3
2
6
:2
6%
0
:1
3
2
0
 
0
:6
3
1
0
2
6
:2
1%
0
:1
3
1
8
1
:2
9
4
0
2
9
:4
0%
0
:2
9
4
6
 
1
:2
9
2
8
2
9
:2
8%
0
:2
9
3
4
b
(
1
)
0
:5
3
8
3
7
:6
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Figure 1.1: Profiled log-likelihoods for the logit model
Theta
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Notes: Each figure is computed from a single data set. N = 10; 000. Model: Yit =
1 (Xit0 + i + "it  0) where "it is standard logistic. Data generated with Xit  N (0; 4), i = 0,
0 = 0:5. Circles: 1/N
P
i
bl (); triangles: 1/NPi bl(1) (); squares: 1/NPi bl(2) (); asterisks:
1/N
P
i El (). All curves are vertically shifted such that they coincide at 0. Vertical lines at maxi-
mizers.
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The next example is the fixed-effect probit model; see also Greene et al. (2002) and
Fernández-Val (2009) for simulations in this model. While the IPP in the logit model can
be resolved via a conditional likelihood, this is not possible in the probit model. Tables
1.4 to 1.6 present simulation results for the probit model under the same designs as for the
logit model except that, here, "it  N (0; 1). The results are qualitatively similar to those
for the logit model. Again, the second-order correction is very effective in reducing the bias
of the ML estimator. When T = 5, the bias of b is between 25% and 35% whereas that
of b(2) is around 4% to 8% (somewhat larger than in the logit model). When T = 20, the
bias of b remains about 5%, while that of b(2) is already uniformly below 1% when T = 10.
There is a symmetry property as 0 changes sign, exactly as in the logit model. In the
probit model, all three estimators appear to be biased away from zero under the chosen
designs, so the opposing signs of the bias of b(1) and b(2) found in the logit model is not
a universal pattern in binary-choice models. One may also notice that, in many cases, the
bias of b(2) seems to vanish faster than at the rate O(T 3). At present, this is not yet
fully understood, but note that, for small T , the asymptotics have not fully kicked in yet.
In general, the incidental parameter bias of a given estimator may even change sign as T
varies. This cannot happen anymore for large enough T because then the leading bias term
in the asymptotic expansion determines the sign of the bias (under regularity conditions).
Figure 1.2 presents plots of the profiled log-likelihoods for the probit model, parallelling
those for the logit model. Again, 1/NPi bl(1) () provides a closer approximation to the
target log-likelihood than 1/NPi bl () does, and 1/NPi bl(2) () provides an even closer
appoximation. The main difference, compared with the logit model, is that when T = 5,
the maximizer of 1/NPi bl(2) () is a little less close to 0 = 0:5, in line with the somewhat
larger bias of b(2) found earlier.
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Figure 1.2: Profiled log-likelihoods for the probit model
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1 (Xit0 + i + "it  0) where "it  N (0; 1). Data generated with Xit  N (0; 4), i = 0, 0 = 0:5.
Circles: 1/NPi bl (); triangles: 1/NPi bl(1) (); squares: 1/NPi bl(2) (); asterisks: 1/NPi El (). All
curves are vertically shifted such that they coincide at 0. Vertical lines at maximizers.
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Our last example is the Poisson model, where Yit is Poisson distributed with mean
exp (Xit0 + i). In this model, there is no IPP (see Lancaster (2002) and Blundell,
Griffith, and Windmeijer (2002)), so it is of interest to examine the effect of (unneces-
sary) bias correction. In fact, the bias correction is expected to introduce bias, although
only of order O(T 2) and O(T 3) for b(1) and b(2), respectively. We generated data
Yit Poisson(exp (Xit0 + i)) with Xit  U (0; 1), i = 0, 0 = 0:5; N = 10; 000; and
T = 10; 20: Table 1.7 presents the results, based on 1; 000 Monte Carlo replications. The
simulations confirm the theoretical predictions. The bias correction introduces a small bias
and leaves the RMSE virtually unchanged.
Table 1.7: Simulations for the Poisson model
Mean % Bias RMSE Mean % Bias RMSE
T = 10 T = 20b 0:4997  0:05% 0:0099 0:5002 0:04% 0:0069b(1) 0:4984  0:33% 0:0100 0:4998  0:04% 0:0069b(2) 0:4969  0:61% 0:0103 0:4996  0:09% 0:0069
Notes: 1; 000 replications. N = 10; 000. Model: Yit Poisson(exp (Xit0 + i)). Data
generated withXit  U (0; 1), i = 0, 0 = 0:5. b is the ML estimate, b(1) is the first-order
corrected estimate, b(2) is the second-order corrected estimate.
1.4.2 Bias-corrected LR statistics
Log-likelihood corrections may also be used for improving inference based on the likelihood
ratio (LR) test. We compare four versions of the LR statistic: the standard LR statistic,
which is based on bl(); the first- and second-order corrected LR statistics, based on bl(1)()
and bl(2)(); and the infeasible LR statistic, based on l(). For fixed T , only the infeasible LR
statistic is asymptotically 2 distributed, as N !1, under the null. All three feasible LR
tests are distorted under the null, with rejection probabilities converging to 1 as N ! 1.
For finite N , one expects the LR test based on bl() to be the most heavily distorted and
that based on bl(2)() to be the least distorted.
We ran simulations for the LR statistics in the context of the fixed-effect probit model
under Design 3 (i.e., with Xit  N (i; 1) and i  N (0; 1/16)) and with 0 = 0:5. Tables
1.8 and 1.9 present the rejection probabilities of the LR test when the nominal level is
5%, for null hypotheses ranging from 0 = 0:4 to 0 = 0:6, the true value being 0 = 0:5
throughout. The rejection probabilities are expressed as percentages and are based on
10,000 Monte Carlo replications. Table 1.8 gives the results for N = 100 and Table 1.9 for
N = 1; 000. All theoretical predictions are confirmed by the simulations. The standard LR
test heavily overrejects: when N = 100 and T = 5; the probalility of rejecting H0 : 0 = 0:5
is 40%; when T = 20, it is still 12%. For the first-order corrected LR test, these probabilities
improve to 20% (T = 5) and 6% (T = 20), and for the second-order corrected test they
further improve to 11% (T = 5) and 6% (T = 20). When N is increased to 1; 000, the
distortions get worse for the standard LR test, with rejection probabilities of 100% (T = 5)
and 61% (T = 20). They also get worse, when N = 1; 000, for the bias-corrected LR
tests, especially when T = 5, with rejection probabilities of 81% (first-order correction)
and 25% (second-order correction), but much less so or not at all when T = 20, with
rejection probabilities of 7% (first-order correction) and 5% (second-order correction). It
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is also of interest to consider the power of the various tests, i.e., the rejection probabilities
corresponding to incorrect null hypotheses, at least for tests with only mild distortions
when the null holds. Here we see, in particular, that for T  10 the second-order corrected
LR test gives rejection probabilities that are close to those of the infeasible LR statistic,
uniformly over the tested values of 0. This is also reflected very clearly in the Figures 1.3
and 1.4, which are visual presentations of the Tables 1.8 and 1.9 for T = 5; 10. The overall
conclusion of the simulations for the probit model in this subsection is that the LR statistic
greatly benefits from bias correction of the profile log-likelihood, and that the second-order
correction improves on the first-order correction.
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Figure 1.3: Rejection probability of LR test at 5% level (probit model, N = 100)
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i; 1), i = N (0; 1/16), 0 = 0:5; N = 100. H0 on the horizontal axis. Vertical
line at 0 = 0:5 and horizontal line at 5%. LR tests based on bl () (circles), bl(1) () (triangles), bl(2) ()
(squares), and l () (asterisks).
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Figure 1.4: Rejection probability of LR test at 5% level (probit model, N = 1000)
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1.5 Concluding remarks
We derived a second-order bias correction for the profile log-likelihood in nonlinear fixed-
effect panel models. The correction removes the first two terms of an expansion of the
bias that arises from estimating the fixed effects. As a result, the bias of the profile log-
likelihood, normalized by the number of observations, is reduced from O(T 1) to O(T 3).
Simulations in binary-choice models show that the corresponding maximizer of the corrected
log-likelihood inherits the order of bias reduction.
The bias correction was developed under independence of the observations (conditional
on covariates and fixed effects). When the observations are dependent, the IPP is typically
much more severe. This is already manifest in the linear model, where least-squares is not
subject to the IPP under independence, while is it seriously biased in the AR(1) model
(see Nickell (1981)). Therefore, it would be of great interest to generalize the second-order
correction to the case of dependent data, that is, to extend Arellano and Hahn (2006) to
the second order.
Given that the second-order bias correction substantially improves on the first-order
correction even for small T , one may wonder what the third-order and, possibly, arbitrary-
order corrections might attain in small-T samples. It should, in principle, be possible to
extend the bias-correction approach to any order.
Appendix
1.A Additional propositions
First, some additional propositions are given. Let Rj and Pj be the j-th row of R and P ,
and let
sit (Rj ; Pj) 
YM
m=1

rrjmai log f (Yit; ; ai)

ai=i()
pjm
;
S (R;P ) 
X
(t1; ;tJ )2T
JY
j=1
sitj (Rj ; Pj) :
Proposition 1.3 (Stochastic order of L (R;P )). Let
J0 (R;P ) 
n
jj1  j  J and
XM
m=1
rjm = 1 and
XM
m=1
pjm = 1
o
,
J1 (R;P )  f1;    ; Jg nJ0 (R;P ) .
Suppose Y
j2J1(R;P )
MY
m=1

rrjmai log f
 
Yitj ; ; ai

ai=i()
pjm (1.5.1)
is nonconstant (i.e., stochastic) for every rjm  4 and
E
0@ Y
j2J1(R;P )
MY
m=1

rrjmai log f
 
Yitj ; ; a

ai=i()
pjm1A 6= 0. (1.5.2)
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Then P (R;P ) is the least half-integer or integer such that L (R;P ) = Op (1).
Proof. As T !1, the random variable sit (Rj ; Pj) satisfies
1
T
X
t
sit (Rj ; Pj)
p! Esit (Rj ; Pj) ;
1
T
X
t
sit (Rj ; Pj) = Esit (Rj ; Pj) +Op(T 1/2):
Therefore, when j 2 J1 (R;P ), we have Esit (Rj ; Pj) 6= 0 andX
t
sit (Rj ; Pj) = Op (T ) ;
whereas, when j 2 J0 (R;P ), we have Esit (Rj ; Pj) = 0 andX
t
sit (Rj ; Pj) = Op(T
1/2):
Now
S (R;P ) =
X
(t1; ;tJ )2T
0@ Y
j2J0(R;P )
sitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A0@ Y
j2J1(R;P )
sitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A
is a J-fold summation with each fold being Pt sit (Rj ; Pj). Therefore,
S (R;P ) =
0@ Y
j2J0(R;P )
Op(T
1/2)
1A0@ Y
j2J1(R;P )
Op (T )
1A
= Op

T
jJ0(R;P )j
2

Op

T jJ1(R;P )j

= Op

T jJ1(R;P )j+
1
2
jJ0(R;P )j

:
Since P (R;P ) = J   1
2
jJ0 (R;P )j = jJ1 (R;P )j+ 12 jJ0 (R;P )j, it is obvious that
L (R;P ) = 1
T J 
1
2
jJ0(R;P )j
S (R;P ) = Op (1) :
Remark 1.5 (Stochastic order). When (1.5.1) is constant or when (1.5.2) is not satisfied,
L (R;P ) is still Op (1), but P (R;P ) is no longer the least half-integer or integer such that
L (R;P ) = Op (1).
Lemma 1 (Expectation of L (R;P )). EL (R;P ) = 0 if P (R;P ) < J . In addition, when
(1.5.1) non-constant and (1.5.2) holds, EL (R;P ) = 0 if and only if P (R;P ) < J .
Proof. P (R;P ) < J is equivalent to jJ0 (R;P )j > 0. Hence
S (R;P ) =
X
(t1; ;tJ )2T
0@ Y
j2J1(R;P )
sitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A0@ Y
j2J0(R;P )
sitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A :
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By independence,
ES (R;P ) =
X
(t1; ;tJ )2T
0@ Y
j2J1(R;P )
Esitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A0@ Y
j2J0(R;P )
Esitj (Rj ; Pj)
1A ;
where, since Esit (Rj ; Pj) = 0 if and only if j 2 J0 (R;P ), ES (R;P ) = 0 and EL (R;P ) = 0
if and only if P (R;P ) < J .
Proposition 1.4 (Product of L (R;P )). Let
R 
0BB@
r11    r1M
... . . .
...
rJ1    rJM
1CCA ; P 
0BB@
p11    p1M
... . . .
...
pJ1    pJM
1CCA ;
R0 
0BB@
r011    r01M0
... . . .
...
r0J01    r0J0M0
1CCA ; P 0 
0BB@
p011    p01M0
... . . .
...
p0J01    p0J0M0
1CCA ;
where, without loss of generality, J 0  J . Let  A
B

and (A;B) denote, respectively, the
vertical and horizontal stacks of two matrices A and B of conformable dimensions. For
j = 1;    ; J and j0 = 1;    ; J 0, let
cj 
 
Pj
Rj

; c0j0 
 P 0
j0
R0
j0

; hcj ; c0j0i 
 Pj ;P 0j0
Rj ;R
0
j0

;
in which any pairs (pjm; rjm) and (p0j0m0 ; r0j0m0) are removed if, respectively, pjm = rjm =
0 and p0j0m0 = r0j0m0 = 0. For every integer z = 0;    ; J 0 and given positive integers
j1;    ; jz  J and j01;    ; j0z  J 0 with ju 6= jv for all u 6= v and j0u 6= j0v for all u 6= v, let
Cj 6=j1; ;jz  fcj jj = 1;    ; J ; j 6= j1;    ; jzg ;
C0j 6=j01; ;j0z 

c0j jj = 1;    ; J 0; j 6= j01;    ; j0z
	
:
Let
S(c1;    ; cJ)  S (R;P ) ; S(c01;    ; c0J0)  S
 
R0; P 0

:
Then, using the notation defined in Remark 1.6 below,
S(c1;    ; cJ)S(c01;    ; c0J0)
=
X
z2(0; ;J0)
X
j1<<jz2(1; ;J)
j01; ;j0z2(1; ;J0)
S

hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcjz ; c
0
j0z i; Cj 6=j1; ;jz ; C
0
j 6=j01; ;j0z

where
S

hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcjz ; c
0
j0z i; Cj 6=j1; ;jz ; C
0
j 6=j01; ;j0z

= 0
if
T < z + jCj 6=j1; ;jz j+
C0j 6=j01; ;j0z  = J + J 0   z;
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z < J + J 0   T:
Proof. It follows from the definitions that
S(c1;    ; cJ)S(c01;    ; c0J0)
= S(c1;    ; cJ ; c01;    ; c0J0)
+S  hc1; c01i;    ; cJ ; c02;    ; c0J0+   + S  c1;    ; hcJ ; c01i; c02;    ; c0J0
+   
+S  hc1; c0J0i;    ; cJ ; c01;    ; c0J0 1+   + S  c1;    ; hcJ ; c0J0i; c01;    ; c0J0 1
+
X
j1<j22(1; ;J)
j01;j
0
22(1; ;J0)
S

c1;    ; hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcj2 ; c
0
j02
i;    ; cJ ; C0j 6=j01;j02

+
X
j1<j2<j32(1; ;J)
j01;j
0
2;j
0
32(1; ;J0)
S

c1;    ; hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcj3 ; c
0
j03
i;    ; cJ ; C0j 6=j01;j02;j03

+
X
z2(4; ;J0)
X
j1<<jz2(1; ;J)
j01; ;j0z2(1; ;J0)
S

hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcjz ; c
0
j0z i; Cj 6=j1; ;jz ; C
0
j 6=j01; ;j0z

which leads to Proposition 1.4.
Remark 1.6 (C and C0). Cj 6=j1; ;jz and C0j 6=j01; ;j0z serve as collections of cj and c
0
j0 for
j 6= j1;    ; jz and j0 6= j01;    ; j0z. Note that j1;    ; jz need not be identical to j01;    ; j0z
and, even when they are identical, Cj 6=j1; ;jz and C0j 6=j01; ;j0z may still be different. Also,
for every nonnegative integer n  J 0, we use the notation
S(c1;    ; cJ)  S(c1;    ; cn; Cj 6=1; ;n);
S(c01;    ; c0J0)  S(c01;    ; c0n; C0j 6=1; ;n):
Remark 1.7 (Fixed T calculation). For any T ,
S(c1;    ; cJ)S(c01;    ; c0J0)
=
X
max(J+J0 T;0)zJ0
X
j1<<jz2(1; ;J)
j01; ;j0z2(1; ;J0)
S
 
hcj1 ; c0j01i;    ; hcjz ; c
0
j0z i;
Cj 6=j1; ;jz ; C0j 6=j01; ;j0z
!
:
1.B Examples of sums of products of log-likelihood derivatives
Example 1.3. Let
R =

1 2

; P =

2 1

:
Then
L (R;P ) = 1
T
X
t
 
(rai log f (Yit; ; ai))2r2ai log f (Yit; ; ai)

ai=i()
:
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Example 1.4. Let
R =
 
1 0
2 3
!
; P =
 
1 0
1 2
!
:
Then
L (R;P )
=
1
TP
X
t1 6=t2

rai log f (Yit1 ; ; ai)r2ai log f (Yit2 ; ; ai)
 r3ai log f (Yit2 ; ; ai)2
ai=i()

and XJ
j=1
1
XM
m=1
rjm = 1 and
XM
m=1
pjm = 1

= 1;
so
P = P (R;P ) = 3
2
:
Example 1.5. Let
R =

1

; P =

2

; R0 =

2

; P 0 =

1

:
The second Barttlet identity can be expressed as
EL(R;P ) =  EL(R0; P 0):
Note that L (R0; P 0) = l2.
1.C Derivation of corrected log-likelihood (proof of Proposition
1.1)
The corrected log-likelihood is derived in Appendices 1.C.1 and 1.C.2, following the outline
given in Section 1.3.2. Appendix 1.C.3 gives details on an algebraic procedure used in
the derivation. Appendices 1.C.4 and 1.C.5 contain some further intermediate steps of the
calculations in Appendices 1.C.1 and 1.C.2, respectively.
1.C.1 Main derivation, part 1
We first present a way to derive the expansion El = Ebl+Eb1/T +Eb02/T 2 +O(T 3), wherebl  bl (), l  l (), b1 = Op (1), and b02 = Op (1). Here b1 and b2 are evaluated at i (), so
the expansion is not yet feasible.
From Proposition 1.2 and equation (1.3.3), it follows that
l = bl + l21
2l2| {z }
[A]
+
l3l
3
1
6l32| {z }
[B]
+
l23l
4
1
8l52| {z }
[C]
  l4l
4
1
24l42| {z }
[D]
+Op(T
 5/2): (1.5.3)
Next, we expand each ratio in (1.5.3) as a power series in 1/T and drop the terms that
have zero expectation in the resulting expansion. We perform this expansion in two steps.
First, we expand the products of sums in the numerators of [A] to [D] as a series of additive
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terms. This is a rearrangement similar to (a+ b) (c+ d) = ac+ ad+ bc+ bd. We describe
this procedure in Appendix 1.C.3. It gives
[A] =
L1
 
2
1

2T l2
+
L1
 
1;1
1;1

2T l2| {z }
[E]
;
[B] =
L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

2T 1:5l32| {z }
[F ]
+
L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

6T 1:5l32| {z }
[G]
+
L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;3

2T 2l32
+
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

2T 2l32| {z }
[H]
+
l3L1
 
3
1

6T 2l32
+Op(T
 5/2);
[C] =
3L4
 
1;1;2;1;1
1;1;1;3;3

4T 2l52| {z }
[I]
+
L4
 
1;1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1;3;3

8T 2l52| {z }
[J]
+
l23L1
 
2
1
2
8T 2l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

4T 2l52
+Op(T
 5/2);
[D] =  L3
 
1;1;2;1
1;1;1;4

4T 2l42| {z }
[K]
 L3
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1;4

24T 2l42| {z }
[L]
  l4L2
 
2;2
1;1

12T 2l42
  l4L1
 
2
1
2
24T 2l42
+Op(T
 5/2):
Second, we drop the ratios that have zero expectation to the order that matters. Here it
can be verified, by Lemma 1, that [H] to [L] have zero expectation to the order o(T 2), so
that they can be dropped. For example,
E
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

2T 2l32
=
1
T 2
EL2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

2E (l32)
+ o(T 2)
= o(T 2);
hence the term [H] can be dropped. On the other hand, [E], [F ], and [G] need to be
investigated further. This is because, while the leading terms in their stochastic expansions
have zero expectation, the next terms may have nonzero expectation of order O(T 2), so
they need to be included. In particular,
[E] = E0 +Op(T
 3/2); [F ] = F 0 +Op(T
 2); [G] = G0 +Op(T
 2);
where EE0 = EF 0 = EG0 = 0. Here, terms that are Op(T 3/2) or Op(T 2), which are
of lower order than Op(T 5/2), must be included in the derivation if they have nonzero
expectation, whereas the terms E0, F 0, and G0 can be dropped. To find these terms, first
observe that, as l2 = El2 +Op(T 1/2), 1/l2 can be expanded, giving
1
l2
=
1
El2
  1
(El2)2
(l2   El2) + 1
(El2)3
(l2   El2)2 +Op(T 3/2): (1.5.4)
Remark 1.8 (Expansion (1.5.4)). The properties of the expansion in (1.5.4) are studied
by, e.g., Rice (2008). It is known that the Taylor series of the reciprocal function is only
convergent in a specific region, which, in our setting, is 2El2 < l2 < 0. This, however, does
not prevent using (1.5.4), since l2 !p El2 as T !1.
Next, we replace 1/l2 in [E], [F ], and [G] by the right-hand side of (1.5.4). Using the
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procedure of Appendix 1.C.3, this results in
[E] =
L1
 
1;1
1;1

2T

1
El2
  1
(El2)2
(l2   El2) + 1
(El2)3
(l2   El2)2 +Op(T 3/2)

=
3L1
 
1;1
1;1

2TEl2
  3L2
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

2T (El2)2
+
L3
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;2;2

2T (El2)3
  3L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)2
+
2L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)3
+
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

T 2 (El2)3| {z }
[E:1]
+
L2
 
1;1;2
1;1;2

2T 2 (El2)3
+Op(T
 5/2);
where only [E:1] has nonzero expectation, apart from the Op(T 5/2) remainder term. Sim-
ilarly,
[F ] =
L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

2T 1:5

1
El2
  1
(El2)2
(l2   El2) + 1
(El2)3
(l2   El2)2 +Op(T 3/2)
3
=
2L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

T 1:5 (El2)3
  3L3:5
 
1;2;1;1
1;1;3;2

2T 1:5 (El2)4
 3L3
 
2;1;1;1
1;3;1;2

2T 2 (El2)4| {z }
[F:1]
+Op(T
 5/2);
[G] =
L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

6T 1:5

1
El2
  1
(El2)2
(l2   El2) + 1
(El2)3
(l2   El2)2 +Op(T 3/2)
3
=
2L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

3T 1:5 (El2)3
 
L3:5
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3;2

2T 1:5 (El2)4
 
3L3
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;3;1;2

2T 2 (El2)4
+Op(T
 5/2)
where only [F:1] has nonzero expectation, apart from the Op(T 5/2) remainders. Now, we
further drop [G] and replace [E] and [F ] with [E:1] and [F:1], so that
El = Ebl + Eb1
T
+
Eb02
T 2
+O(T 3) (1.5.5)
where
b1  L1
 
2
1

2l2
;
b02 
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

(El2)3
  3L3
 
2;1;1;1
1;3;1;2

2 (El2)4
+
L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;3

2l32
+
l3L1
 
3
1

6l32
  l4L2
 
2;2
1;1

12l42
  l4L1
 
2
1
2
24l42
+
l23L1
 
2
1
2
8l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

4l52
:
Here it can be verified that b1 = Op (1) and b02 = Op (1).
1.C.2 Main derivation, part 2
Next, we need to account for the fact that bb1 is biased for b1. Taylor-expanding bb1/T around
i () gives
bb1
T
=
b1
T
+
1
T
rb1 (bi ()  i ()) + 1
2
1
T
r2b1 (bi ()  i ())2 +Op(T 5/2);
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b1
T
=
bb1
T
  1
T
rb1 (bi ()  i ())  1
2
1
T
r2b1 (bi ()  i ())2 +Op(T 5/2);
where rr denotes the r-th derivative w.r.t. i (). Using Proposition 1.2 and rearranging,
b1
T
=
bb1
T
+
l1L1
 
1;1
1;2

T l22
  l
2
1L1
 
2
2

2T l32
  l
2
1L1
 
1;1
1;3

2T l32
+
l21l4L1
 
2
1

4T l42
+
3l21l3L1
 
1;1
1;2

2T l42
  3l
2
1l
2
3L1
 
2
1

4T l52
  l1l3L1
 
2
1

2T l32
+Op(T
 5/2):
Now we apply the procedure described in Appendix 1.C.1 to the object b1/T instead of l;
see Appendix 1.C.5 for the intermediate steps. The result is
Eb1
T
=
Ebb1
T
+
Eb1;1
T 2
+O(T 3) (1.5.6)
with
b1;1 
3L3
 
2;1;1;1
1;3;1;2

2 (El2)4
  2L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

(El2)3
+
L1
 
2;1
1;2

l22
  L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;3

2l32
  3l
2
3L1
 
2
1
2
4l52
 L1
 
2
1
L1 22
2l32
 
L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;3
2l32
  l3L1
 
3
1

2l32
+
l4L1
 
2
1
2
4l42
+
3l3L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;2
2l42
:
Combining (1.5.5) and (1.5.6) gives Proposition 1.1.
1.C.3 Expansion of a product of sums
Here we introduce the algorithm used to expand the products of sums involved in the
derivation. Given a positive integer U and given L(R(u); P (u)), u = 1;    ; U , we find
positive integers V andWv, a series of L(R0(v;w); P 0(v;w)), v = 1;    ; V and w = 1;    ;Wv,
and positive integers p(v), v = 1;    ; V , such that
UY
u=1
L(R(u); P (u)) =
VX
v=1
 
1
T p(v)
WvY
w=1
L(R0(v;w); P 0(v;w))
!
(1.5.7)
and, for every v, exactly one of the following conditions is satisfied.
Condition 1. EL(R0(v;w); P 0(v;w)) 6= 0 for every w = 1;    ;Wv.
Condition 2. EQWvw=1 L(R0(v;w); P 0(v;w)) = 0 only if Wv = 1.
The numbers p(v) are determined by the restriction that L (R;P ) be Op (1). Note that
L(R(u); P (u)) and L(R(u0); P (u0)) can be identical when u 6= u0. Similarly, L(R0(v;w); P 0(v;w))
and L(R0(v0;w0); P 0(v0;w0)) can be identical when v 6= v0 or w 6= w0. Note, further, that every
lr can be rewritten as L(R(u); P (u)), so products of several lr can also be accommodated.
We first illustrate the expansion in a simple case.
Example 1.6. It is easy to see that
l21 =
1
T 2
X
t
(rai log f (Yit; ; ai))2

ai=i()
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+
1
T 2
X
t1 6=t2
rai log f (Yit1 ; ; ai)rai log f (Yit2 ; ; ai)jai=i()
=
1
T
L1
 
2
1

+
1
T
L1
 
1;1
1;1

:
Here p(v) = 1 and Wv = 1 for v = 1; 2.
The expansion is carried out iteratively. First, we take any two L(R(u); P (u)) that
satisfy EL(R(u); P (u)) = 0 and calculate the product. The condition EL(R(u); P (u)) = 0
can be checked using Lemma 1 in Appendix 1.A. The calculation of the product of two such
L(R(u); P (u)) is given in Proposition 1.4 in Appendix 1.A. If there is only one L(R(u); P (u))
satisfying EL(R(u); P (u)) = 0, we calculate the product of this particular L(R(u); P (u)) and
any other L(R(u0); P (u0)). The following example illustrates the first step of the iteration.
Example 1.7. We compute l3l31 as
l3l
3
1 =
l3l1L1
 
2
1

T
+
l3l1L1
 
1;1
1;1

T
:
Here El1 = 0, so the factors l1 and l1 (i.e., l21) have to be processed whereas the other factor,
l3l1, is kept unchanged.
In every step of the iteration, the expression from the preceding step is taken as input
and the procedure is repeated. We stop if the resulting expression satisfies exactly one of
the Conditions 1 and 2. The following example illustrates the continuation of the algorithm.
Example 1.8. Continuing the above example, the next step computes
l1L1
 
2
1

=
1
T
L1
 
3
1

+
1
T 1/2
L1:5
 
2;1
1;1

;
l1L1
 
1;1
1;1

=
1
T 1/2
L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;1

+
2
T 1/2
L1:5
 
2;1
1;1

:
Hence
l3l
3
1 =
l3L1
 
3
1

T 2
+
3l3L1:5
 
2;1
1;1

T 1:5
+
l3L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;1

T 1:5
:
Here, the first term on the right-hand side satisfies Condition 1 and, hence, needs no further
processing. The two other terms need to be expanded further.
Remark 1.9 (Uniqueness of expansion and check of the algorithm). The final expression
for the expansion may depend on the order (i.e., the selection) of the factors that are
processed in the intermediate calculations. However, all variants are equivalent in that, for
any model and data set, when evaluated at any given , they give the same value. One
may also stop the algorithm when Wv = 1 for all v, regardless of Conditions 1 and 2.
This yields an equivalent expansion for the given value of T which can be of interest when
T is small. When T is large, however, this way of calculating the expansion delivers too
many terms, slowing down the computation. We implemented the expansion procedure as a
symbolic computer algorithm and verified symbolically that the algorithm works as desired.
In addition, we also checked that the left-hand side of equation (1.5.7), the input of the
algorithm, is numerically identical to the right-hand side, the output, for various U and
L(R(u); P (u)).
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1.C.4 Intermediate steps in step 1
The calculation regarding [A] is straightforward. For [B] to [D], it can be derived that
[B] =
L1
 
2
1

l3L0:5
 
1
1

6T 1:5l32
+
l3L0:5
 
1
1
L1 1;11;1
6T 1:5l32
=
l3L1
 
3
1

6T 2l32
+
l3L1:5
 
1;2
1;1

2T 1:5l32
+
l3L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;1

6T 1:5l32
=
L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;3

2T 2l32
+
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

2T 2l32
+
L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

2T 1:5l32
+
L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

6T 1:5l32
+
l3L1
 
3
1

6T 2l32
+Op(T
 5/2);
[C] =
L1
 
2
1

l23L0:5
 
1
1
2
8T 2l52
+
l23L0:5
 
1
1
2L1 1;11;1
8T 2l52
=
L1
 
2
1
2
l23
8T 2l52
+
L1
 
2
1

l23L1
 
1;1
1;1

8T 2l52
+
l23L0:5
 
1
1
L1:5 2;11;1
4T 2l52
+
l23L0:5
 
1
1
L1:5 1;1;11;1;1
8T 2l52
=
L1
 
2
1
2
l23
8T 2l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

4T 2l52
+
3l23L2
 
1;1;2
1;1;1

4T 2l52
+
l23L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1

8T 2l52
+Op(T
 5/2)
=
L1
 
2
1
2
l23
8T 2l52
+
3l3L3
 
1;1;2;1
1;1;1;3

4T 2l52
+
l3L3
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1;3

4T 2l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

2T 2l52
+
L1
 
2
1
2
l23
8T 2l52
+
3l3L3
 
1;1;2;1
1;1;1;3

4T 2l52
+Op(T
 5/2)
=
3L4
 
1;1;2;1;1
1;1;1;3;3

4T 2l52
+
L4
 
1;1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1;3;3

8T 2l52
+
l23L1
 
2
1
2
8T 2l52
+
l23L2
 
2;2
1;1

4T 2l52
+Op(T
 5/2);
and
[D] =  L1
 
2
1

l4L0:5
 
1
1
2
24T 2l42
  l4L0:5
 
1
1
2L1 1;11;1
24T 2l42
=  L1
 
2
1
2
l4
24T 2l42
 
l4L0:5
 
1
1
L1:5 1;21;1
24T 2l42
 
l4L0:5
 
1
1
L1:5 2;11;1
24T 2l42
 
l4L0:5
 
1
1
L1:5 1;1;11;1;1
24T 2l42
 L1
 
2
1

l4L1
 
1;1
1;1

24T 2l42
=   l4L2
 
2;2
1;1

12T 2l42
  l4L2
 
1;1;2
1;1;1

12T 2l42
  l4L2
 
1;2;1
1;1;1

12T 2l42
  l4L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;1

12T 2l42
  l4L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1

24T 2l42
 L1
 
2
1
2
l4
24T 2l42
+Op(T
 5/2)
=  
L3
 
1;1;2;1
1;1;1;4

4T 2l42
 
L3
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;1;1;4

24T 2l42
 
l4L2
 
2;2
1;1

12T 2l42
  L1
 
2
1
2
l4
24T 2l42
+Op(T
 5/2);
which are the expressions given in Appendix 1.C.1.
1.C.5 Intermediate steps in step 2
It can be derived that
l1L1
 
1;1
1;2

T l22
=
L1
 
2;1
1;2

T 2l22
+
L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

T 1:5l22
;
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l21L1
 
2
2

2T l32
=
L2
 
1;1;2
1;1;2

2T 2l32
+
L1
 
2
1
L1 22
2T 2l32
+Op(T
 5/2);
l21L1
 
1;1
1;3

2T l32
=
L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;1;1;3

2T 2l32
+
L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;3
2T 2l32
+Op(T
 5/2);
l21l4L1
 
2
1

4T l42
=
L3
 
1;1;2;1
1;1;1;4

4T 2l42
+
l4L1
 
2
1
2
4T 2l42
+Op(T
 5/2);
3l21l3L1
 
1;1
1;2

2T l42
=
3L3
 
1;1;1;1;1
1;1;3;1;2

2T 2l42
+
3l3L1
 
2
1
L1 1;11;2
2T 2l42
+Op(T
 5/2);
3l21l
2
3L1
 
2
1

4T l52
=
3L4
 
1;1;2;1;1
1;1;1;3;3

4T 2l52
+
3l23L1
 
2
1
2
4T 2l52
+Op(T
 5/2);
l1l3L1
 
2
1

2T l32
=
L2
 
2;1;1
1;1;3

2T 2l32
+
L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

2T 1:5l32
+
l3L1
 
3
1

2T 2l32
+Op(T
 5/2);
where, using the expansion in (1.5.4),
L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

T 1:5l22
=
3L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)2
  2L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)3
  2L2
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

T 2 (El2)3
+Op(T
 5/2);
L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

2T 1:5l32
=  3L3:5
 
1;2;1;1
1;1;3;2

2T 1:5 (El2)4
+
2L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

T 1:5 (El2)3
  3L3
 
2;1;1;1
1;3;1;2

2T 2 (El2)4
+Op(T
 5/2):
Using Lemma 1, it follows that
E
3L1:5
 
1;1;1
1;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)2
= E
2L2:5
 
1;1;1;1
1;2;1;2

T 1:5 (El2)3
= E
3L3:5
 
1;2;1;1
1;1;3;2

2T 1:5 (El2)4
= E
2L2:5
 
1;2;1
1;1;3

T 1:5 (El2)3
= 0;
so the corresponding terms in the expansions can be dropped. This leads to (1.5.6) in
Appendix 1.C.2.
1.D Review of the derivation of Arellano and Hahn (2006)
We rederive the first-order correction (k = 1) of Arellano and Hahn (2006). In a series
of remarks, we highlight the differences with the derivation of the second-order correction
(k = 2).
Let bl  bl () and l  l (). For a regular problem, bl can be Taylor-expanded around
i (), giving
bl = l + l1 (bi ()  i ()) + 1
2
l2 (bi ()  i ())2 +Op(T 3/2);
l = bl   l1 (bi ()  i ())  1
2
l2 (bi ()  i ())2 +Op(T 3/2). (1.5.8)
Remark 1.10. For k = 2, (1.5.8) needs to be extended so that the remainder term is
Op(T
 5/2). This is fairly straightforward.
Similarly, bl1 = 0 can be Taylor-expanded around i (), yielding
0 = l1 + l2 (bi ()  i ()) +Op(T 1) (1.5.9)
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and, since l2 < 0, bi ()  i () =   l1
l2
+Op(T
 1): (1.5.10)
Remark 1.11. For k = 2, (1.5.9) has to be extended so that the remainder term is Op(T 2).
From this, an asymptotic representation of bi ()   i () can be derived whose remainder
term is also Op(T 2). This is not difficult either; the technique is given in, e.g., Pace and
Salvan (1997, chap. 9).
Next, (1.5.8) and (1.5.10) are combined to give
l = bl   l1  l1
l2

  1
2
l2

  l1
l2
2
+Op(T
 3/2)
= bl + 1
2
l21
l2
+Op(T
 3/2):
Remark 1.12. For k = 2, the higher-order representation of bi () i () and the higher-
order version of (1.5.8) have to be combined. This requires raising a polynomial expression
to the power 4. To manage the expression, the technique of Provost and Ratemi (2011) may
be used.
At this point, note that, as bl1 = 0, if one replaces l21 with bl21, the ratio l21/l2 disappears
completely. Therefore, a more refined estimator of l21/l2 needs to be constructed. By the
definition of l1,
l21 =
1
T 2
X
t
(rai log f (Yit; ; ai))2

ai=i()
+
1
T 2
X
t1 6=t2
rai log f (Yit1 ; ; ai)rai log f (Yit2 ; ; ai)jai=i() :
By independence,
E
X
t1 6=t2
rai log f (Yit1 ; ; ai)rai log f (Yit2 ; ; ai)jai=i() = 0: (1.5.11)
Hence
El = Ebl + Eb1
T
+O(T 2)
where
b1 =
1/T
P
t (rai log f (Yit; ; ai))2

ai=i()
2l2
:
Remark 1.13. For k = 2, the identification of the terms with zero expectation, similar to
(1.5.11), is necessary. This step is rather involved.
Replacing b1 with bb1 introduces a bias since, typically,
Ebb1 = Eb1 +O(T 1).
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However, for k = 1, this bias can be neglected because
El = Ebl + Eb1
T
+O(T 2)
= Ebl + Ebb1 +O(T 1)
T
+O(T 2)
= Ebl + Ebb1
T
+O(T 2):
Therefore, the first-order corrected log-likelihood follows as
bl(1) ()  bl + bb1
T
.
bl(1) () can be constructed from the sample since bl = bl () and bb1 = bb1 () depend only on
known quantities, bi () and Yit.
Remark 1.14. For k = 2, the bias introduced by replacing b1 with bb1 must also be taken
into account. To deal with this, a procedure similar to that dealing with the pair (l;bl) has
to be applied to the pair (b1;bb1). This step is also involved.
1.E Expansion of fixed effect
Proof (Proposition 1.2). As in Cox and Snell (1968), a Taylor expansion of bl1 = 0
around i () gives
0 = l1 + l2 (bi ()  i ()) + 1
2!
l3 (bi ()  i ())2
+
1
3!
l4 (bi ()  i ())3 +Op(T 2)
and, on rearranging,
bi ()  i () =   l1
l2
  1
2!
l3
l2
(bi ()  i ())2
  1
3!
l4
l2
(bi ()  i ())3 +Op(T 2): (1.5.12)
We now seek a representation
bi ()  i () = a1/2 + a2/2 + a3/2 +Op(T 2) (1.5.13)
where the aj/2 are random variables satisfying aj/2 = Op(T j/2) and aj/2 6= op(T j/2).
The aj/2 can be solved via a recursive procedure similar to the one described in Pace and
Salvan (1997, chap. 9). In particular, combining (1.5.12) and (1.5.13) gives
a1/2 + a2/2 + a3/2
=   l1
l2
  1
2!
l3
l2
(a1/2 + a2/2 + a3/2)
2   1
3!
l4
l2
(a1/2 + a2/2 + a3/2)
3 +Op(T
 2)
=   l1
l2
  1
2!
l3
l2
(a21/2 + 2a1/2a2/2)  13!
l4
l2
a31/2 +Op(T
 2):
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On grouping the terms by their stochastic order,
a1/2 =   l1
l2
; a2/2 =   l3
2l2
a21/2; a3/2 =   l3l2 a1/2a2/2  
1
6
l4
l2
a31/2;
and, after a recursive substitution,
a1/2 =   l1
l2
; a2/2 =   l
2
1l3
2l32
; a3/2 =   l
2
3l
3
1
2l52
+
l31l4
6l42
:
This gives the result in Proposition 1.2.
Remark 1.15 (Stochastic order). The order of each term can be identified easily. As
l1 = Op(T
 1/2) and lr = Op (1) for 1 < r  3, it is clear that a1/2 = Op(T 1/2), a2/2 =
Op(T
 1), and a3/2 = Op(T 3/2); and that, when l1 6= op(T 1/2) and lr 6= op (1) for
1 < r  3, a1/2 6= op(T 1/2), a2/2 6= op(T 1), and a3/2 6= op(T 3/2).
1.F Higher-order expansion of fixed effect
Suppose Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold with r = 9 in Assumption 1.1. Then
bi ()  i () =X8
j=1
aj/2 +Op(T
 9/2);
where a1/2 to a3/2 are given in Appendix 1.E and
a4/2 =
5l41l3l4
12l62
  5l
4
1l
3
3
8l72
  l
4
1l5
24l52
;
a5/2 =
l51l6
120l62
  l
5
1l
2
4
12l72
  7l
5
1l
4
3
8l92
  l
5
1l3l5
8l72
+
7l51l
2
3l4
8l82
;
a6/2 =
7l61l3l6
240l82
  21l
6
1l
5
3
16l112
  l
6
1l7
720l72
+
7l61l4l5
144l82
  7l
6
1l3l
2
4
18l92
  7l
6
1l
2
3l5
24l92
+
7l61l
3
3l4
4l102
;
a7/2 =
l71l8
5040l82
  l
7
1l
2
5
144l92
+
l71l
3
4
18l102
  33l
7
1l
6
3
16l132
  5l
7
1l
2
3l
2
4
4l112
  l
7
1l3l7
180l92
  l
7
1l4l6
90l92
+
3l71l
2
3l6
40l102
  5l
7
1l
3
3l5
8l112
+
55l71l
4
3l4
16l122
+
l71l3l4l5
4l102
;
a8/2 =
l81l3l8
1120l102
  429l
8
1l
7
3
128l152
  55l
8
1l
3
3l
2
4
16l132
  l
8
1l9
40320l92
+
l81l4l7
480l102
+
l81l5l6
320l102
 5l
8
1l3l
2
5
128l112
  5l
8
1l
2
4l5
96l112
+
55l81l3l
3
4
144l122
  l
8
1l
2
3l7
64l112
+
11l81l
3
3l6
64l122
  165l
8
1l
4
3l5
128l132
+
429l81l
5
3l4
64l142
+
55l81l
2
3l4l5
64l122
  l
8
1l3l4l6
16l112
:
Chapter 2
Likelihood-based inference for
nonlinear models with both
individual and time effects
Abstract
We propose a bias correction method for nonlinear panel models with both in-
dividual and time effects. These models are generally affected by the incidental
parameter problem. The method is based on an approximation to an infeasible log-
likelihood function that is not affected by the incidental parameter problem. The
maximizer of the approximating function serves as a bias-corrected estimator and is
asymptotically unbiased when the sequence N/T converges to a positive constant
(N being the number of cross-section units and T the number of time periods). The
proposed method can be applied to general nonlinear and possibly dynamic models.
It can also handle more than two types of effects.
Keywords: Incidental parameter problem, maximum likelihood, asymptotic bias
correction.
2.1 Introduction
In panel data studies, researchers may be worried about unobserved individual-specific
and time-dependent heterogeneities. When such heterogeneities are correlated with the
covariates of the model, a fixed-effect model including both individual and time effects
is called for. However, the inclusion of individual effects, time effects, or both, generally
causes maximum likelihood (ML) estimates to be biased. This is the incidental parameter
problem (IPP) of Neyman and Scott (1948). The standard ML theory for a finite number of
unknown parameters does not extend to the setting with a growing number of “incidental”
nuisance parameters. There is a substantial body of literature addressing the IPP when
only individual effects are present. Lancaster (2000) and Arellano and Hahn (2005) provide
extensive reviews. The relatively more recent literature includes Hahn and Kuersteiner
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(2002), Lancaster (2002), Sartori (2003), Hahn and Newey (2004), Greene (2004), Arellano
and Hahn (2006), Fernández-Val (2009), Arellano and Bonhomme (2009), Moreira (2009),
Hahn and Kuersteiner (2011), Bonhomme (2012), Dhaene and Jochmans (2015), and De Bin
et al. (2015).
When the model contains time effects in addition to individual effects, the IPP is poten-
tially more severe because there is an extra source of incidental parameter bias. Suppose
the model specifies a density f (Yit; ; ai; ct) for the outcome variable Yit for individuals
i = 1;    ; N in periods t = 1;    ; T , with common parameter , individual effects ai, and
time effects ct. The density may be specified conditionally on covariates Xit, but ai and
ct are both unobserved. Let 0 denote the true value of . The estimation of a1;    ; aN
and c1;    ; cT generally causes the ML estimate b of 0 to be asymptotically biased when
N ! 1 with T fixed or T ! 1 with N fixed. Thus, it generally requires N;T ! 1 forb to be consistent. But even when N;T ! 1, so that b is generally consistent, the limit
distribution of b is generally incorrectly centered when N/T !  > 0. This is also true
when there are no time effects; see Hahn and Newey (2004). In many instances, the bias of
the ML estimator is nonnegligible, to the point that bias correction must be considered.
The literature on individual and time effects is relatively recent. Hahn and Moon
(2006) consider individual and time effects in linear autoregressive models. Charbon-
neau (2014) studies binary-choice models. Bai (2009), Chen et al. (2014), and Moon
and Weidner (2015a,b) consider models in which the individual and time effects enter
interactively. Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) derive bias corrections for general non-
linear models with individual and time effects. Their corrections are implemented di-
rectly at the level of the ML estimate and are based on formulas for b and d such thatb   0 = b/T + d/N + op(T 1) + op(N 1), or on the jackknife. This work extends Hahn
and Newey (2004), Hahn and Kuersteiner (2011), and Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) to
two-effect models.
This paper proposes a bias correction for two-effect models that is implemented at
the level of the objective function, i.e., the likelihood. As in Arellano and Hahn (2006),
the correction is based on an approximation to an infeasible likelihood function that is
immune to the IPP. The approximating function is a bias-corrected likelihood and, upon
maximizing, delivers a bias-corrected estimate of 0. Our approach is slightly simpler than
that of Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) in that it does not involve third-order derivatives
of the log-likelihood. A potential advantage of correcting the likelihood is that the likelihood
is intimately related to hypothesis testing via the likelihood ratio test and the score test.
Hence, in addition to delivering better point estimates of 0, the likelihood correction also
offers possibilities for improving these tests. Here, however, we shall not explore this further;
our focus will be on estimating 0.
Our bias correction method is general in that we do not require the individual and time
effects to enter the model additively. We focus on the case where the Yit are independent
across i and t (conditional on covariates and the two effects). We do, however, briefly
discuss how models for dependent data can be accommodated. In addition, our approach
also applies to models with more than two effects, as in Eilat and Einav (2004), for example.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents a brief introduction on the IPP
in the context of two-effect models and discusses a simple example. Section 2.3 derives the
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bias-corrected log-likelihood function. Section 2.4 presents simulations in the context of
binary-choice models with individual and time effects. Section 2.5 concludes. Proofs are
given in the Appendix.
2.2 The IPP with individual and time effects
This section briefly discusses the IPP in models with individual and time effects, and
gives an example. It also explains the main idea of the proposed correction method. The
discussion in this section is general, avoiding technical details.
Consider a scalar outcome variable Yit, observed for individuals i = 1;    ; N in time
periods t = 1;    ; T . Let f (Yit; ; ai; ct) be the parametrically specified density of Yit
(given covariates Xit, which are suppressed in the notation). The unknown parameters are
the common parameter , the individual effects a1;    ; aN , and the time effects c1;    ; cT .
Unless stated otherwise, we assume that Yit is independent across i and t, conditional on the
covariates and the individual and time effects. This setting is the same as in Fernández-Val
and Weidner (2016) except that we assume independence in most of the paper.
For given , the ML estimates of the effects are
b1 () ;    ; bN () ; b1 () ;    ; bT ()  arg max
a1; ;aN ;c1; ;cT
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ;
and the ML estimate of  maximizes the (concentrated) log-likelihood, i.e.,
b  argmax

1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) : (2.2.1)
(Throughout, we normalize all log-likelihoods by the number of observations, so that they
are Op(1) regardless of N and T .) In many models, when N ! 1 with T fixed, b is
inconsistent, i.e., as pointed out by Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016),
plim
N!1
b = T  argmax

plim
N!1
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())
6= 0  argmax

1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) ;
where T is the probability limit of b for fixed T , 0 is the true value of , E () denotes the
expectation computed under the density evaluated at the true parameter values, and
1 () ;    ; N () ; 1 () ;    ; T ()  arg max
a1; ;aN ;c1; ;cT
1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) :
Similarly, b is generally inconsistent when T ! 1 with N fixed. No consistent estimator
can be constructed in general, unless N;T !1.
When N;T ! 1 and N/T !  with 0 <  < 1, the asymptotic distribution ofp
NT (b  0) contains a bias, i.e., it is not centered at zero. This is because the maximand
in (2.2.1) depends on an increasing number of estimates bi () and bt () that converge
too slowly to i () and t (), which introduces a bias in the maximand and, also, in the
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maximizer, b. To understand the bias in the maximand (i.e., the log-likelihood), consider
a first-order expansion of it around i () and t (). This gives the approximation
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())
 1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ())
+
1
N
X
i
" 
1
T
X
t
rai log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ())
!
(bi ()  i ())#
+
1
T
X
t
" 
1
N
X
i
rct log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ())
!
(bt ()  t ())
#
;
where rai and rct denote derivatives w.r.t. ai and ct. By standard properties,
1
T
X
t
rai log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) = Op(T 1/2); bi ()  i () = Op(T 1/2);
1
N
X
i
rct log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) = Op(N 1/2); bt ()  t () = Op(N 1/2);
and, therefore, the log-likelihood can be written as
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())
=
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) +Op(T 1) +Op(N 1)
=
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) +
1p
NT
p
+
1p


Op (1) : (2.2.2)
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.2.2) is an infeasible log-likelihood because i ()
and t () are not available. The infeasible log-likelihood is not subject to an IPP. Its
maximizer,
  argmax

1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) ;
is consistent when NT !1 (including the case of fixed N or fixed T ), and pNT ( 0) is
asymptotically centered at zero. The other term in (2.2.2) is a log-likelihood bias term and
has two parts. The first part, due to the individual-effect estimates, is Op(T 1); the second
part, due to the time-effect estimates, is Op(N 1). When N/T !  and 0 <  < 1, the
two parts are of the same order. The bias terms in the log-likelihood prevent
p
NT (b  0)
to be asymptotically centered at zero. Note that, when  = 0 or  = 1, the bias is more
severe because then one of the bias terms in (2.2.2) goes only slowly to zero as NT ! 1
(or not at all, when T or N is fixed), causing the non-zero center of the distribution ofp
NT (b   0) to go to infinity.
Example 2.1 (Many normal means). Consider the model where Yit  N (ai + ct ; ). This
is an entension of the many-normal-means example of Neyman and Scott (1948). Prior to
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concentrating out the individual and time effects, the log-likelihood function is
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   ai   ct)2
2
:
The parameters a1;    ; aN and c1;    ; cT are not uniquely identified but this does not
affect the analysis. Without loss of generality, we can set Pt ct = 0. With bi  bi() =
1/T
P
t Yit and bt  bt() = 1/NPi Yit   1/(NT )Pi;t Yit, the log-likelihood is
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) =  12 log (2)  12 log    1NT X
i;t
(Yit   bi   bt)2
2
:
The ML estimator follows as
b = 1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   bi   bt)2 :
The variance of b is O(N 1T 1) and
Eb = 0   0/T   0/N + 0/(NT );
so when N/T !  and 0 <  <1, the asymptotic distribution of pNT (b  0) is centered
at
 
p
+
1p


0:
On the other hand, i() = ai and t() = ct, so the infeasible log-likelihood follows as
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ()) 
1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   ai   ct)2
2
:
Its maximizer is
 =
1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   ai   ct)2
and is unbiased for 0, so the asymptotic distribution of
p
NT (   0) is centered at zero.
Equation (2.2.2), coupled with the property that the infeasible log-likelihood does not
suffer from the IPP, suggests trying to narrow the gap between the log-likelihood and the
infeasible log-likelihood. This amounts to approximating the infeasible log-likelihood more
closely or, equivalently, to approximating the bias terms and remove them from the log-
likelihood. In Section 2.3 we derive functions B () and D () such that
1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; i () ; t ())
=
1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) + EB ()T + ED ()N + o(T 1) + o(N 1):
Here, the terms EB () /T and ED () /N correct for the biases due to the estimates bi ()
and bt (), respectively. The functions B () and D () are stochastic and Op(1), and they
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depend on the i () and t (). Plugging in the corresponding estimates bi () and bt ()
introduces a bias of negligible order, i.e.,
1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) + EB ()T + ED ()N
=
1
NT
X
i;t
E log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) + E bB ()T + E bD ()N + o(T 1) + o(N 1):
Hence, an asymptotically unbiased log-likelihood follows as
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) + bB ()T + bD ()N :
The remaining bias is o(T 1) + o(N 1). Compared with the uncorrected log-likelihood,
the leading bias terms, EB () /T and ED () /N , have been removed. Note that the bias
correction terms vanish as N;T ! 1, so the corrected and uncorrected log-likelihoods
approach each other (and the infeasible log-likelihood) as N;T ! 1. Similar to Arellano
and Hahn (2006), a bias-corrected estimator of  follows as
e  argmax

 
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) + bB ()T + bD ()N
!
: (2.2.3)
Under regularity conditions, as N/T !  with 0 <  < 1, e is consistent for 0 and
the asymptotic distribution of
p
NT (e   0) is centered at 0. We do not study the reg-
ularity conditions in detail here. One of the key requirements is that the bias-corrected
log-likelihood, just as the uncorrected log-likelihood, converges in probability to the infea-
sible log-likelihood uniformly in .
2.3 Corrected log-likelihood function
In this section, we derive the log-likelihood correction. We give expressions for the corrected
log-likelihood for a two-effect model, where individual and time effects are included; for a
multiple-effect model, where more than two effects are included; and, as an example, a
three-effect model. We focus on independent data but also give a preliminary result for
correlated data.
We shall write rrai log f (Yit; ;eai;ect) and rrct log f (Yit; ;eai;ect) for the rth derivatives
of log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) w.r.t. ai and ct, respectively, evaluated at some specific parameter
values ai = eai and ct = ect. We first make the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1. (; b1 () ;    ; bN () ; b1 () ;    ; bT ()) 2 int(AN CT ) and 
AN  CT is compact. For every  2 , bi () and bt () exist, and
jlog f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())j <1;
jrai log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())j <1; Er2ai log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) < 0;
jrct log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ())j <1; Er2ct log f (Yit; ; bi () ; bt ()) < 0:
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Assumption 2.1 is mild but nevertheless restrictive. For certain models, such as binary
or categorical response models, this assumption may fail. For instance, in the probit model,
when Yit is constant across t for some i, or constant across i for some t, the correspondingbi () or bt () is infinite. However, as N;T !1, the probability that this occurs decreases
exponentially fast and, even when it occurs, the corresponding i or t may be dropped.
Letting bi  bi (), bt  bt (), i  i (), and t  t (), we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.1 (Corrected log-likelihood for two-effect models). Suppose Assumption 2.1
holds and suppose that Yit is independent across i and t (conditional on covariates and fixed
and time effects). Let N;T !1 and N/T !  with 0 <  <1. Then
EL () = EbL () + E bB ()
T
+
E bD ()
N
+ o
 
T 1

+ o
 
N 1

where
L ()  1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; i; t) ; bL ()  1NT X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; bi; bt) ;
bB ()  1
2N
X
i
P
t [rai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)]2P
tr2ai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt) ;
bD ()  1
2T
X
t
P
i [rct log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)]2P
ir2ct log f (Yit; ; bi; bt) :
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix 2.A.
We define the corrected log-likelihood function as
eL ()  bL () + bB ()
T
+
bD ()
N
: (2.3.1)
It depends on Yit, bi, and bt. Hence, eL () follows in a straightforward way from the data.
The following example derives eL () and e in the many-normal-means model.
Example 2.2 (Many normal means, Example 2.1 continued). Continuing Example 2.1, we
have
rai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) = rct log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) =
Yit   ai   ct

;
r2ai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) = r2ct log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) =  
1

:
Hence
eL () =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log   

1 +
1
T
+
1
N

1
NT
X
it
(Yit   bi   bt)2
2
:
It follows that
e = 1 + 1
T
+
1
N

1
NT
X
it
(Yit   bi   bt)2 = 1 + 1T + 1N
b
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and
Ee = 0   0
NT
  0
T 2
  0
N2
+
0
N2T
+
0
NT 2
;
showing that the O(T 1) and O(N 1) bias terms of b have disappeared. The result coincides
with that of Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016). On comparing Eb and Ee, note that e
possesses higher-order bias terms that are not present in b. This is because the correction
terms themselves depend on plug-in estimates. If i and t were available, the corrected
log-likelihood function would become
eL ()   1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   bi   bt)2
2
  1
T
1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   i   t)2
2
  1
N
1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   i   t)2
2
and the maximizer would be
b  1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   bi   bt)2 +  1T + 1N

1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   i   t)2 ;
with expectation
Eb = 0 + 0
NT
:
Here, b is also not fully unbiased because it has just removed the O(T 1) and O(N 1) bias
terms of b while leaving the O(N 1T 1) bias term intact.
The correction terms bB () and bD () have a symmetric structure, an obvious conse-
quence of the model’s symmetry in ai and ct. Also, when, for instance, ct is excluded,
the corresponding bD () drops from (2.3.1) whereas bB () remains unaffected. With these
observations, the extension of the corrected likelihood to array data models with more than
two effects is almost immediate. Let j = 1;    ; J and consider the density
f

Yi1iJ ; ; g
(1)
i1
;    ; g(J)iJ

; ij = 1;    ; Nj ; Nj 2 N;
where Yi1iJ are independent across i1;    ; iJ , g(j)ij is the ijth fixed-effect parameter be-
longing to the jth set of fixed effects, and  is the parameter common to all Yi1iJ . Letting
b  b(1)1 () ;    ;b(1)N1 () ;    ;b(J)1 () ;    ;b(J)NJ ()
 arg max
g
(1)
1 ; ;g
(1)
N1
; ;g(J)1 ; ;g
(J)
NJ
1Q
j Nj
X
i1; ;iJ
log f

Yi1iJ ; ; g
(1)
i1
;    ; g(J)iJ

;
we make the following assumption.
Assumption 2.2. (;b) 2 int(  PJj=1 Nj ) and   PJj=1 Nj is compact. For every
 2 , b exists and
jlog f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)j <1;rg(j)ij log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)
 <1; Er2g(j)ij log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b) < 0:
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The following proposition gives the log-likelihood correction for models with J effects.
Proposition 2.2 (Corrected log-likelihood for multiple-effect models). Suppose Nj/Nj0 !
j;j0 , where 0 < j;j0 < 1, as Nj ; Nj0 ! 1 for all j 6= j0 and j; j0 2 f1;    ; Jg; and
suppose Assumption 2.2 holds. When the Yi1iJ are independent across i1;    ; iJ ,
ELJ () = EbLJ () +X
j
E bKj ()Q
s6=j Ns
+
X
j
o
0@Y
s 6=j
N 1s
1A
where
LJ ()  1Q
j Nj
X
i1iJ
log f (Yi1iJ ; ; ) ;
bLJ ()  1Q
j Nj
X
i1iJ
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b) ;
bKj ()  1
2Nj
X
ij
P
(i1; ;ij 1;ij+1; ;iJ)2Jj

r
g
(j)
ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)2P
(i1; ;ij 1;ij+1; ;iJ)2Jj
r2
g
(j)
ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b) ;
Jj  f(i1;    ; ij 1; ij+1;    ; iJ) j1  is  Ns; s = 1;    ; j   1; j + 1;    ; Jg :
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Proposition 2.1 and is omitted.
Since bKj () and bLJ () depend only on known quantities, the corrected log-likelihood
follows readily. The following example considers the case J = 3.
Example 2.3 (Triple-effect models). When J = 3, the density is f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) where
i = 1;    ; N ; t = 1;    ; T ; s = 1;    ; S; ai and ct are as in the two-effect model; and gs
is an additional effect. Letting
b1;    ; bN ; b1;    ; bT ;b1;    ;bS
 b1 () ;    ; bN () ; b1 () ;    ; bT () ;b1 () ;    ;bS ()
 arg max
a1; ;aN ;c1; ;cT ;g1; ;gS
1
NTS
X
i;t;s
log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
it can be derived that
EL () = EbL () + E bB ()
TS
+
E bD ()
NS
+
E bK ()
NT
+ o

1
TS

+ o

1
NS

+ o

1
NT

(2.3.2)
where
L ()  1
NTS
X
i;t;s
log f (Yits; ; i; t; s) ;
bL () = 1
NTS
X
i;t;s
log f (Yits; ; bi; bt;bs) ;
bB ()  1
N
X
i
P
t;s [rai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs)]2P
t;sr2ai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs) ;
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bD ()  1
T
X
t
P
i;s [rct log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs)]2P
i;sr2ct log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs) ;
bK ()  1
S
X
s
P
i;t [rgs log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs)]2P
i;tr2gs log f (Yit; ; bi; bt;bs) :
See Appendix 2.B for the derivation of (2.3.2). Consider now the triple-effect version of
the many-normal-means model. Extending Example 2.1, let Yits  N
 
i + t + s; 0

.
Setting Pt t =Ps s = 0, we have
bi  1
TS
X
t;s
Yits;
bt  1NS X
i;s
Yits   1
NTS
X
i;t;s
Yits;
bs  1NT X
i;t
Yits   1
NTS
X
i;t;s
Yits:
Let N/S ! N;S and S/T ! S;T as N;T; S !1, where 0 < N;S <1 and 0 < S;T <
1. Then, it can be shown that
b = 0   0
TS
  0
NS
  0
NT
+Op

1
NTS

;
e = 0 +Op 1
NTS

:
The corrected log-likelihood in Proposition 2.2 can be adjusted for serially correlated
observations Yi1iJ . The correlation is allowed to be multi-way, i.e., Yi1iJ may be serially
correlated in any of the dimensions 1;    ; J , provided that the data possess a natural
ordering in those dimensions and that the correlations vanish sufficiently fast.
Proposition 2.3 (Corrected log-likelihood for multiple-effect models for correlated data).
Suppose Nj/Nj0 ! j;j0 , where 0 < j;j0 < 1, as Nj ; Nj0 ! 1 for all j 6= j0 and
j; j0 2 f1;    ; Jg and let Assumption 2.2 hold. Let diff(Ij ; I 0j) be the number of different
elements, compared element-wise, in the distinct arrays Ij and I 0j . Then, for Yi1iJ serially
correlated in dimensions 1;    ; J;
ELJ () = EbLJ () +X
j
E bKj ()Q
s 6=j Ns
+
X
j
o
0@Y
s 6=j
N 1s
1A
where
LJ ()  1Q
j Nj
X
i1iJ
log f (Yi1iJ ; ; ) ;
bLJ ()  1Q
j Nj
X
i1iJ
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b) ;
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bKj ()  1
2Nj
X
ij
P
(i1; ;ij 1;ij+1; ;iJ)2Jj

r
g
(j)
ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)2P
(i1; ;ij 1;ij+1; ;iJ)2Jj
r2
g
(j)
ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)
+
1
2Nj
X
ij
P
Ij2Jj ;I0j2Jj ;
diff(Ij ;I0j)>0

!Ij ;I0jrg(j)ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b)rg(j)ij log f

Yi01i0J ; ;b

P
(i1; ;ij 1;ij+1; ;iJ)2Jj
r2
g
(j)
ij
log f (Yi1iJ ; ;b) ;
Ij  (i1;    ; ij 1; ij+1;    ; iJ) ; I 0j 
 
i01;    ; i0j 1; i0j+1;    ; i0J

;
Jj  f(i1;    ; ij 1; ij+1;    ; iJ) j1  is  Ns; s = 1;    ; j   1; j + 1;    ; Jg ;
!Ij ;I0j 
s=JY
s=1;s6=j
!
(s)
is;i0s
; !
(s)
is;i0s
 1  is   i
0
s
Ns
:
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.2, while keeping the cross-product
terms r
g
(j)
ij
log f(Yi1iJ ; ;b)rg(j)ij log f(Yi01i0J ; ;b).
The quantities !(s)is;i0s are weight parameters similar to those in Arellano and Hahn
(2006). Note that other choices of !(s)is;i0s are available. For instance, the weight or truncating
parameters in Hahn and Kuersteiner (2007), Hahn and Kuersteiner (2011), or Fernández-
Val and Weidner (2016) may also be employed. In addition, for static models, !(s)is;i0s = 0
for every is 6= i0s and every s, so that !Ij ;I0j = 0 always holds; and, when the observations
are not serially correlated in dimension s, !(s)is;i0s = 0 for every is 6= i
0
s. The following
example illustrates the construction of the corrected log-likelihood function for a single-
effect dynamic model.
Example 2.4 (Correction under time series dependency). Suppose the Yit are serially
correlated across t but independent across i. A corrected log-likelihood function is obtained
by setting bD () = 0 and
bB ()  1
2N
X
i
P
t [rai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)]2P
tr2ai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)
+
1
2N
X
i
P
t6=t0 [!t;t0rai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)rai log f (Yit0 ; ; bi; bt0)]2P
tr2ai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt) ;
!t;t0  1  t  t
0
T
:
Here !t;t0 is the same as wT;l in Arellano and Hahn (2006) with m = T   1.
Finally, we provide a brief outline of the derivation leading to Proposition 2.1. The
derivation of the results in Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 are similar. We first focus on the time
effects. Let
b  (b1 () ;    ; bN ()) ; b  (b1 () ;    ; bT ()) ;
a  (a1;    ; aN ) ; c  (c1;    ; cT ) ;
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li (ai; c)  1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ; l(r)i (ai; c) 
1
T
X
t
rrai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ;
lt (a; ct)  1
N
X
i
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ; l(r)t (a; ct) 
1
N
X
i
rrct log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) :
As in Cox and Snell (1968), an expansion of bi   i gives
bi   i =   l(1)i (i; b)
El(2)i (i; b) + op(T 1/2):
Now, for an arbitrarily given c, li (bi; c) can be expanded as
li (i; c) = li (bi; c)  l(1)i (i; c) (bi   i)  12El(2)i (i; c) (bi   i)2 + op(T 1):
Given that l(1)i (i; c) = Op(T 1/2), combining the two equations gives
Eli (i; c) = Eli (bi; c) + Ebi (bi; c)
T
+ o(T 1)
for some bi (bi; c) defined by equation (2.5.4) in Appendix 2.A. Next, by an expansion ofbt   t and the expansion of lt (a; bt), we obtain
Elt (a; t) = Elt (a; bt) + Edt (a; bt)N + o(N 1)
for some dt (a; bt) defined in equation (2.5.8) in Appendix 2.A. Observing that
1
T
X
t
lt (a; ct) =
1
NT
X
it
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) = 1
N
X
i
li (ai; c)
for every a and c, we find
1
N
X
i
Eli (i; ) =
1
T
X
t
Elt (b; bt) + 1NT X
t
Edt (b; bt) + 1NT X
i
Ebi (bi; )
+o(T 1) + o(N 1):
Using Ebi (bi; b) = Ebi (bi; ) + o (1), the result in Proposition 2.1 follows.
2.4 Simulations
We first consider the logit model,
Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + t + "it  0) ;
where "it is standard-logistically distributed and Xit is a scalar covariate. The number of
replications in the Monte Carlo experiment is 1; 000 and N , T , and 0 are set to the values
given in the tables. To generate Xit, i, and t; we use three designs: (1) Xit  N (0; 1)
and i = t = 0 for all i and t, representing the case where the model could be consistently
estimated by pooled logit; (2) Xit  N (0; 1) with i  N (0; 1/16) and t  N (0; 1/16),
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representing the case where the model could be consistently estimated by random-effect
logit with normally distributed effects; (3) Xit  N (i + t; 1) with i  N (0; 1/16) and
t  N (0; 1/16), representing the case where the model should be estimated by a fixed-
effect estimation method. Tables 2.1 to 2.3 present the simulation results. First, notice that
the IPP occurs whenever the effects are being estimated. That is, even when i = t = 0,
estimating a fixed-effect model gives rise to the IPP. We find that the correction generally
performs well. In Design 1 and with 0 = 0:5 and N;T = 10, for example, the correction
reduces the bias by 67% and the RMSE by 24%. The RMSE reduction is due to the bias
reduction; the dispersion of the estimator stays roughly the same. In Design 3, there are
two cases where the bias of e seems to increase when N and T increase from 40 to 80.
This is not a systematic phenomenon, however; theoretically, the bias may even change
sign as N and T vary. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 present plots of the log-likelihood functions
for the logit model with N = T = 10; 20; 40; 80 (four figures, each one corresponding
to a single data set) and, as in Design 1, Xit  N (0; 1), i = t = 0, and 0 = 0:5.
The plotted quantities are bL () (circles), eL () (triangles), and L () (asterisks), computed
for  = 0:3;    ; 0:7 with a step size of 0:01. The computation of the plotted quantities is
straightforward using equation (2.3.1). The infeasible log-likelihood function, L (), depends
on the infeasible ML estimators i () and t (). For the logit model, there is a closed-
form expression for the expected log-likelihood. Conditional on Xit and the parameters,
E log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) = (Xit + ai + ct)EYit  log (1 + exp ( Xit   ai   ct)), where EYit =
exp (Xit + ai + ct) / [1 + exp (Xit + ai + ct)]. Using this expession, i () and t () may
be computed in a straightforward way. Compared with bL (), the approximation of the
corrected log-likelihood eL () to the infeasible log-likelihood L() is dramatically improved
for every , even when N and T are small. In addition, the maximizer of eL () is very close
to that of L (). On the other hand, L () is still biased in the sense that its maximizer, ,
does not exactly coincide with 0, even not in expectation. This is due to two facts. First,
when N and T are small, L () remains random, so  differs from 0. Second, the logit
model is nonlinear, so  is a biased estimator. The bias is O (1/(NT )), which may not be
negligible for small N and T .
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Figure 2.1: Log-likelihoods for the logit model
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Notes: Computed from a single simulated data set. Model: Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + t + "it  0) where
"it is standard-logistically distributed, Xit  N (0; 1), i = t = 0, and 0 = 0:5.  chosen from the
region depicted on the horizontal axis with a step of 0:01. Circle: bL (); triangle: eL (); and asterisk: L ().
All curves are vertically shifted such that they coincide at  (maximizer of the infeasible log-likelihood).
Vertical lines at maximizers.
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Figure 2.2: Log-likelihoods for the logit model (continued)
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i + t + "it  0) where
"it is standard-logistically distributed, Xit  N (0; 1), i = t = 0, and 0 = 0:5.  chosen from the
region depicted on the horizontal axis with a step of 0:01. Circle: bL (); triangle: eL (); and asterisk: L ().
All curves are vertically shifted such that they coincide at  (maximizer of the infeasible log-likelihood).
Vertical lines at maximizers.
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We also study the probit model, using the same designs as for the logit model except
that "it  N (0; 1). Tables 2.4 to 2.6 present the results. We find similar patterns as in the
logit model. The correction generally performs well. For example, when N = T = 80, e
is only very slightly biased (at most 0:3% across all designs) whereas the bias of b is still
around 3%. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 present plots of the log-likelihood functions for the probit
model. Again, eL () serves as a better approximation of L () than bL () does.
Finally, as a comparison with the existing literature and as a study of the effect of the
relative rate at which N and T grow, we also adopt the simulation setup of Table 3 in
Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016). The model is a probit model with a single regressor
generated according to two designs. In Design 1, Xit = Xit 1/2 + i + t + vit with
vit  N (0; 1/2) and Xi0  N (0; 1), i.e., the regressor follows an autoregressive process.
In Design 2, Xit = 2t/T + i + t + vit with vit  N (0; 3/4), i.e., the regressor follows a
trend. Table 2.7 reports the comparison between the likelihood-based correction and the
bias correction method of Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016). The bias of the estimators
is expressed as a percentage relative to the true parameter value, 0 = 1. Throughout,
N = 56 and the results of the correction method of Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) are
directly taken from their work. As T grows, the bias of the two corrected estimators and
their RMSEs are approximately equal. However, when T is small, the analytical correction
proposed by Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) seems to deliver an estimator with less bias.
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Figure 2.3: Log-likelihoods for the probit model
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Notes: Computed from a single simulated data set. Model: Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + t + "it  0) where
"it  N (0; 1), Xit  N (0; 1), i = t = 0, and 0 = 0:5.  chosen from the region depicted on the
horizontal axis with a step of 0:01. Circle: bL (); triangle: eL (); and asterisk: L (). All curves are
vertically shifted such that they coincide at  (maximizer of the infeasible log-likelihood). Vertical lines
at maximizers.
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Figure 2.4: Log-likelihoods for the probit model (continued)
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Notes: Computed from a single simulated data set. Model: Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + t + "it  0) where
"it  N (0; 1), Xit  N (0; 1), i = t = 0, and 0 = 0:5.  chosen from the region depicted on the
horizontal axis with a step of 0:01. Circle: bL (); triangle: eL (); and asterisk: L (). All curves are
vertically shifted such that they coincide at  (maximizer of the infeasible log-likelihood). Vertical lines
at maximizers.
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Table 2.7: Simulations for the probit model, design of Fernández-Val and
Weidner (2016)
Design 1 Design 2
Bias RMSE Bias RMSE
T = 14
Uncorrected MLE 13 17 17 20
Corrected MLE 1 9 0 10
Likelihood-based 3 10 3 10
T = 28
Uncorrected MLE 7 10 9 11
Corrected MLE 0 6 0 6
Likelihood-based 0 6 1 7
T = 56
Uncorrected MLE 5 6 6 7
Corrected MLE 0 4 0 4
Likelihood-based 0 4 1 5
Notes: Bias is presented as a percentage of 0 = 1. 500 replications, N = 56. Model:
Yit = 1 (Xit0 + i + t + "it  0) where "it  N (0; 1), i; t  N (0; 1/16), and
0 = 1. Design 1: Xit = Xit 1/2 + i + t + vit with vit  N (0; 1/2) and Xi0 
N (0; 1). Design 2: Xit = 2t/T + i + t + vit with vit  N (0; 3/4). Corrected MLE
is the bias-corrected estimate taken from Table 3 of Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016);
Likelihood-based is the maximizer of the corrected log-likelihood in (2.3.1).
2.5 Conclusion
The ML estimator of the common parameter in nonlinear panel models with individual and
time effects can be substantially biased. When N/T converges to a constant, the bias enters
the asymptotic distribution of
p
NT (b   0), so that the distribution is not centered at 0.
We propose a likelihood-based bias correction technique that eliminates the bias to the first
order. We focus on the case where the data are independent and the model contains only
individual and time effects. We show that our method is effective in correcting the bias of
the ML estimator even when N and T are small. The method does not impose restrictions
on how the effects enter the model and, therefore, covers a very general class of models
where individual and time effects enter non-additively.
In addition, we briefly discuss extensions to dependent data and to array data models
with more than two sets of effects. These extensions need further investigation. For in-
stance, we indicated how dependent data can be handled using kernel-weighted averaging,
but we have not studied the effect of the choice of the kernel and, in particular, the band-
width. A further topic of interest, not studied here, is the possibility of improved inference
using the likelihood ratio or score test based on the corrected likelihood.
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Appendix
2.A Derivation of corrected log-likelihood for two-effect model (proof
of Proposition 2.1)
Let
b  (b1 () ;    ; bN ()) ; b  (b1 () ;    ; bT ()) ;
a  (a1;    ; aN ) ; c  (c1;    ; cT ) ;
li (ai; c)  1
T
X
t
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ; l(r)i (ai; c) 
1
T
X
t
rrai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ;
lt (a; ct)  1
N
X
i
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) ; l(r)t (a; ct) 
1
N
X
i
rrct log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) :
l
(1)
i (bi; b) = 0 can be expanded in ai around i to give
0 = l
(1)
i (i; b) + l(2)i (i; b) (bi   i) + op(T 1/2);
0 = l
(1)
i (i; b) + El(2)i (i; b) (bi   i) + op(T 1/2);
where, because bi i = Op(T 1/2), replacing l(2)i (i; b) with El(2)i (i; b) generates a term
of negligible order op(T 1/2). From this, we obtain
bi   i =   l(1)i (i; b)
El(2)i (i; b) + op(T 1/2) (2.5.1)
where it is assumed that El(2)i (i; b) < 0, so that the first term on the right-hand side of
(2.5.1) is well defined. Similarly, for an arbitrary c, li (bi; c) can be expanded in ai around
i to give
li (bi; c) = li (i; c) + l(1)i (i; c) (bi   i) + 12El(2)i (i; c) (bi   i)2 + op(T 1)
li (i; c) = li (bi; c)  l(1)i (i; c) (bi   i)  12El(2)i (i; c) (bi   i)2 + op(T 1);(2.5.2)
where replacing l(2)i (i; b) with El(2)i (i; b) introduces a term of negligible order op(T 1).
Using l(1)i (i; c) = Op(T 1/2) and (2.5.1)–(2.5.2), we find
li (i; c) = li (bi; c)  l(1)i (i; c)
 
  l
(1)
i (i; b)
El(2)i (i; b)
!
  1
2
El(2)i (i; c)
 
  l
(1)
i (i; b)
El(2)i (i; b)
!2
+op
 
T 1

.
Here, by the definition of l(1)i (ai; c),
l
(1)
i (ai; c)
2
=
1
T 2
X
t
[rai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct)]2
+
1
T 2
X
t6=t0
rai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct)rai log f (Yit0 ; ; ai; ct0)
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and so
li (i; c) = li (bi; c)
+
1
T
1/T
P
trai log f (Yit; ; i; ct)rai log f (Yit; ; i; bt)
El(2)i (i; b)
+
1
T
1/T
P
t6=t0 rai log f (Yit; ; i; ct)rai log f (Yit0 ; ; i; bt0)
El(2)i (i; b)
  1
2T
1/T
P
t [rai log f (Yit; ; i; bt)]2 El(2)i (i; c)
El(2)i (i; b)2
  1
2T
1/T
P
t6=t0 [rai log f (Yit; ; i; bt)rai log f (Yit0 ; ; i; bt0)]El(2)i (i; c)
El(2)i (i; b)2
+op
 
T 1

:
Since the Yit are independent across t,
Erai log f (Yit; ; i; ct)rai log f (Yit; ; i; bt0) = 0;
Erai log f (Yit; ; i; bt)rai log f (Yit; ; i; bt0) = 0;
and, hence,1
Eli (i; c) = Eli (bi; c) + Ebi (i; c)
T
+ o
 
T 1

= Eli (bi; c) + Ebi (bi; c)
T
+ o
 
T 1

(2.5.3)
where
bi (ai; c)  1/T
P
trai log f (Yit; ; ai; ct)rai log f (Yit; ; ai; bt)
El(2)i (ai; b)
 1
2
1/T
P
t [rai log f (Yit; ; ai; bt)]2 El(2)i (ai; c)
El(2)i (ai; b)2 : (2.5.4)
Note that (2.5.3) holds for every c, with the complication that bi (bi; c) depends on b. This
is because l(1)i (ai; c) = 0 if and only if ai = bi and c = b. When evaluated at b, bi (bi; c)
reduces to
bi (bi; b) = 1
2
1/T
P
t [rai log f (Yit; ; bi; bt)]2
El(2)i (bi; b) :
When there are no time effects, bi (bi; b) coincides with the bias term developed by Arellano
and Hahn (2006).
Furhter, l(1)t (b; bt) = 0 can be expanded in ct around t to give
0 = l
(1)
t (b; t) + El(2)t (b; t) (bt   t) + op(N 1/2)
1Here, similar to Arellano and Hahn (2006), we assume that the expectation and the stochastic order
can be interchanged. This interchangeability is subject to a set of regularity conditions that are not within
the scope of this paper.
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bt   t =   l(1)t (b; t)El(2)t (b; t) + op(N 1/2); (2.5.5)
where El(2)t (b; t) < 0 by assumption. Next, for an arbitrary a, expand lt (a; bt) in ct
around t to give
lt (a; bt) = lt (a; t) + l(1)t (a; t) (bt   t) + 12El(2)t (a; t) (bt   t)2 + op(N 1)
lt (a; t) = lt (a; bt)  l(1)t (a; t) (bt   t)  12El(2)t (a; t) (bt   t)2 + op(N 1):(2.5.6)
On combining (2.5.5) and (2.5.6),
lt (a; t) = lt (a; bt) + l(1)t (a; t) l(1)t (b; t)El(2)t (b; t)   12

l
(1)
t (b; t)2 El(2)t (a; t)
El(2)t (b; t)2 + op(N
 1)
= lt (; bt)
+
1
N
1/N
P
irct log f (Yit; ; ai; t)rct log f (Yit; ; bi; t)
El(2)t (b; t)
+
1
N
1/N
P
i6=i0 rct log f (Yit; ; ai; t)rct log f (Yi0t; ; bi0 ; t)
El(2)t (b; t)
  1
2N
1/N
P
i [rct log f (Yit; ; bi; t)]2 Elt (a; t)
El(2)t (b; t)2
  1
2N
1/N
P
i 6=i0 [rct log f (Yit; ; bi; t)rct log f (Yi0t; ; bi0 ; t)]El(2)t (a; t)
El(2)t (b; t)2
+op(N
 1):
Here, because of the lack of spatial dependency (across i) of Yit,
Erct log f (Yit; ; ai; t)rct log f (Yi0t; ; bi0 ; t) = 0;
Erct log f (Yit; ; bi; t)rct log f (Yi0t; ; bi0 ; t) = 0;
and so
Elt (a; t) = Elt (a; bt) + Edt (a; t)N + o  N 1
= Elt (a; bt) + Edt (a; bt)N + o  N 1 (2.5.7)
where
dt (a; ct)  1/N
P
irct log f (Yit; ; ai; ct)rct log f (Yit; ; bi; ct)
El(2)t (b; ct)
 1
2
1/N
P
i [rct log f (Yit; ; bi; ct)]2 El(2)t (a; ct)
El(2)t (b; ct)2 : (2.5.8)
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Now observe that
1
T
X
t
lt (a; ct) =
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; ai; ct) = 1
N
X
i
li (ai; c) (2.5.9)
for every a and c. It follows, on averaging (2.5.3) evaluated at , that
1
N
X
i
Eli (i; ) =
1
N
X
i
Eli (bi; ) + 1
NT
X
i
Ebi (bi; ) + o  T 1 ; (2.5.10)
and, on averaging (2.5.7) evaluated at b, that
1
T
X
t
Elt (b; t) = 1T Xt Elt (b; bt) + 1NT Xt Edt (b; bt) + o  N 1 : (2.5.11)
Hence, from (2.5.9)–(2.5.11),
1
N
X
i
Eli (i; ) =
1
T
X
t
Elt (b; bt) + 1NT X
t
Edt (b; bt) + 1NT X
i
Ebi (bi; )
+o
 
T 1

+ o
 
N 1

:
Given that Ebi (bi; b) = Ebi (bi; ) + o (1), the result in Proposition 2.1 now follows.
2.B Derivation of corrected log-likelihood for three-effect model
(Example 2.3)
Let g  (g1;    ; gS) and
b1 () ;    ; bN () ; b1 () ;    ; bT () ;b1 () ;    ;bS ()
 arg max
a1; ;aN ;c1; ;cT ;g1; ;gS
1
NTS
X
i;t;s
log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
1 () ;    ; N () ; 1 () ;    ; T () ; 1 () ;    ; S ()
 arg max
a1; ;aN ;c1; ;cT ;g1; ;gS
1
NTS
X
i;t;s
E log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
li (ai; c; g)  1
TS
X
t;s
log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
l
(r)
i (ai; c; g) 
1
TS
X
t;s
rrai log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) :
Observing that l(1)i (bi; b;b) = 0 where b  (b1 () ;    ;bS ()), an expansion of l(1)i (bi; b;b) =
0 in ai around i gives
0 = l
(1)
i (i; b;b) + El(2)i (i; b;b) (bi   i) + op 1p
TS

bi   bi =   l(1)i (i; b;b)
El(2)i (i; b;b) + op

1p
TS

:
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A similar expansion of li (bi; c; g) gives
li (i; c; g) = li (bi; c; g)  l(1)i (i; c; g) (bi   i)  12El(2)i (i; c; g) (bi   i)2 + op

1
TS

:
On combining the two expansions,
li (i; c; g) = li (bi; c; g)  l(1)i (i; c; g)
 
  l
(1)
i (i; b;b)
El(2)i (i; b;b)
!
 1
2
El(2)i (i; c; g)
 
l
(1)
i (i; b;b)
El(2)i (i; b;b)
!2
+ op

1
TS

:
Here,
l
(1)
i (i; b;b) l(1)i (i; c; g)
=
1
(TS)2
X
ts
rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; i; ct; gs)
+
1
(TS)2
X
(t;t0;s;s0)2T S
rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; i; ct0 ; gs0)
and 
l
(1)
i (i; b;b)2
=
1
(TS)2
X
ts
[rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)]2
+
1
(TS)2
X
(t;t0;s;s0)2T S
rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt0 ;bs0) ;
where bs  bs () and
T S   t; t0; s; s0 jt 6= t0 _ s 6= s0; t; t0 = 1;    ; T ; s; s0 = 1;    ; S	 ;
Erai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; i; ct0 ; gs0) = 0;
Erai log f (Yits; ; i; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; i; bt0 ;bs0) = 0:
Therefore,
Eli (i; c; g) = Eli (bi; c; g) + Ebi (i; c; g)
TS
+ o

1
TS

= Eli (bi; c; g) + Ebi (bi; c; g)
TS
+ o

1
TS

where
bi (ai; c; g)  1/TS
P
tsrai log f (Yits; ; ai; bt;bs)rai log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs)
El(2)i (ai; b;b)
 1
2
1/TS
P
ts [rai log f (Yits; ; ai; bt;bs)]2 El(2)i (ai; c; g)
El(2)i (ai; b;b)2 :
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Next, by the same reasoning as in the two-effect model,
Elt (a; t; g) = Elt (a; bt; g) + Edt (a; t; g)NS + o

1
NS

= Elt (a; bt; g) + Edt (a; bt; g)NS + o

1
NS

Els (a; c; s) = Els (a; c;bs) + Eks (a; c; s)NT + o

1
NT

= Els (a; c;bs) + Eks (a; c;bs)NT + o

1
NT

where
lt (a; ct; g)  1
NS
X
is
log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
l
(r)
t (a; ct; g) 
1
NS
X
is
rrct log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
ls (a; c; gs)  1
NT
X
it
log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
l(r)s (a; c; gs)  1
NT
X
it
rrgs log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs) ;
dt (a; ct; g)  1/NS
P
isrct log f (Yits; ; bi; ct;bs)rct log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs)
El(2)t (b; ct;b)
 1
2
1/NS
P
is [rct log f (Yits; ; bi; ct;bs)]2 El(2)t (a; ct; g)
El(2)t (b; ct;b)2 ;
ks (a; c; gs)  1/NT
P
itrgs log f (Yits; ; bi; bt; gs)rgs log f (Yits; ; ai; ct; gs)
El(2)s (b; b; gs)
 1
2
1/NT
P
it [rgs log f (Yits; ; bi; bt; gs)]2 El(2)s (a; c; gs)
El(2)s (b; b; gs)2 :
Here, since
1
N
X
i
li (ai; c; g) =
1
T
X
t
lt (a; ct; g) =
1
S
X
s
ls (a; c; gs)
and
1
N
X
i
Eli (i; ; ) =
1
N
X
i
Eli (bi; ; ) + 1
N
X
i
Ebi (bi; ; )
TS
+ o

1
TS

1
T
X
t
Elt (b; t; ) = 1T X
t
Elt (b; bt; ) + 1T X
t
Edt (b; bt; )
NS
+ o

1
NS

1
S
X
s
Els (b; b; s) = 1S X
s
Els (b; b;bs) + 1S X
s
Eks (b; b;bs)
NT
+ o

1
NT

where   (1 () ;    ; S ()), it follows that
1
N
X
i
Eli (i; ; )
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=
1
T
X
t
Elt (b; bt; ) + 1T X
t
Edt (b; bt; )
NS
+
1
N
X
i
Ebi (bi; ; )
TS
+o

1
TS

+ o

1
NS

=
1
S
X
s
Els (b; b;bs) + 1S X
s
Eks (b; b;bs)
NT
+
1
T
X
t
Edt (b; bt; )
NS
+
1
N
X
i
Ebi (bi; ; )
TS
+ o

1
TS

+ o

1
NS

+ o

1
NT

=
1
S
X
s
Els (b; b;bs) + 1S X
s
Eks (b; b;bs)
NT
+
1
T
X
t
Edt (b; bt;b)
NS
+
O (1/NT )
NS
+
1
N
X
i
Ebi (bi; b;b)
TS
+
O (1/NS)
TS
+
O (1/NT )
TS
+o

1
TS

+ o

1
NS

+ o

1
NT

:
Here
O (1/NT )
NS
= o

1
NTS

;
O (1/NS)
TS
= o

1
NTS

;
O (1/NT )
TS
= o

1
NTS

;
which leads to (2.3.2) in Example 2.3.
Chapter 3
xtspj: Split-panel jackknife
estimation for nonlinear
fixed-effect models
Co-authored with Geert Dhaene
Abstract
A new Stata program, xtspj, is introduced as a bias correction tool for nonlinear
panel data models with fixed effects. The correction removes the first-order bias
term of the maximum likelihood estimator using the split-panel jackknife technique
introduced by Dhaene and Jochmans (2015). The jackknife is implemented in two
ways: by jackknifing the maximum likelihood estimator and by jackknifing the log-
likelihood function. The program allows the panel data set to be unbalanced. The
current version of xtspj comes with three preprogrammed, possibly dynamic, fixed-
effect panel models: the probit, the logit, and the linear model. Other models are
also accommodated, provided that the log-likelihood function is specified by the
user. User-written models may take a very general form: they may be dynamic and
may depend on an arbitrary number of linear indices. The score and Hessian may,
but need not, be supplied by the user. The program is fast and memory-efficient.
The maximization routine exploits the sparsity of the Hessian. This paper presents
and discusses the use of xtspj. In addition, the effect of unbalancedness on the
performance of the jackknife is studied using simulations.
Keywords: Incidental parameter problem, maximum likelihood, split-panel jack-
knife.
3.1 Introduction
Panel data analysis is an important tool in economic studies. In many applications, each
unit of the panel data set being studied is assumed to possess a latent unit-specific charac-
teristic, or individual effect, which may be correlated with the covariates and, hence, must
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be controlled for. A standard tool to control for unobserved individual effects in panel data
is the fixed-effect model, in which a separate parameter, or fixed effect, is included for each
of the N individuals in the data set. Recent empirical studies employing fixed-effect models
are, e.g., Egger and Staub (2016), Milner et al. (2016), and Griffin and Maturana (2016).
However, it is well known that most nonlinear models do not accommodate fixed effects
well, in the sense that the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the common parameters
(the parameters assumed to be shared by all individuals, such as regression slopes) can be
severely biased when the number of time periods, T , is small. Specifically, the large-N ,
fixed-T probability limit of the ML estimator may be inconsistent. This is known as the
incidental parameter problem (IPP) of Neyman and Scott (1948). Lancaster (2000) pro-
vides a survey on the IPP. Well-known examples of models that are subject to the IPP are
the probit model (see, e.g., Fernández-Val (2009)), the logit model (see, e.g., Katz (2001)),
and the Tobit model (see, e.g., Greene (2004)).
To briefly describe the IPP, consider a scalar outcome Yit, where i = 1;    ; N and
t = 1;    ; T , governed by a distribution with density f(Yit; ; ai), where  is the common
parameter vector, ai is the scalar fixed-effect parameter associated with the ith individual,
and f may also implicitly depend on observed covariates Xit. The ML estimator bi of ai
is to be obtained from T observations only. Therefore, when T is fixed, bi remains random
even when N ! 1. This randomness enters the log-likelihood so that, in many models,
the ML estimator b of  converges to an incorrect probability limit T 6= 0, where 0 is
the true value of . For fixed T , no consistent alternative estimator of  can generally be
found. When both N;T ! 1 and N/T converges to a positive constant, the randomness
in bi vanishes and b converges to 0 in general. However, as shown by, e.g., Hahn and
Kuersteiner (2002) and Hahn and Newey (2004), in that case the asymptotic distribution
of
p
NT (b 0) is often not centered at zero, invalidating inference and confidence intervals
based on standard ML theory.
Researchers have been attempting to find solutions to the IPP. For instance, Cox and
Reid (1987), Woutersen (2001), and Lancaster (2002) show that a parameter transformation
that orthogonalizes  and the ai may help to resolve the IPP or at least mitigate it. Andersen
(1970) and Chamberlain (1980) show that in certain models the maximizer of a conditional
likelihood function, given sufficient statistics for the ai, is a large-N , fixed-T consistent
estimator. A prime example here is the logit model. These methods, however, are not
general because there is no guarantee that, in a given model, an orthogonalizing parameter
transformation is at all possible, nor that a conditional likelihood exists.
In search for methods that apply more generally, researchers have been trying to correct
the bias of b caused by the fixed effects. These methods are approximate in nature. The
idea is to remove the first-order term of a large-T approximation of the bias of b. Hahn
and Newey (2004) and Hahn and Kuersteiner (2011) develop formulas of the first-order
bias of b. This formula is evaluated at maximum likelihood estimates of  and the ai and
subsequently subtracted from b to produce a first-order bias-corrected estimate of , i.e.,
an estimate with first-order bias equal to zero. Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) provide
the first-order bias formula for the case where both individual effects and time effects
are present. Alternatively, the log-likelihood function or, equivalently, the score function
may be treated as the object that has to be bias-corrected. For instance, Arellano and
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Hahn (2006) and Arellano and Bonhomme (2009) discuss first-order modified log-likelihood
functions as an alternative to the usual log-likelihood function. Maximization of a first-order
modified log-likelihood function gives a first-order bias-corrected estimate. Li, Lindsay, and
Waterman (2003) consider first-order modified score functions. Solving the modified score
equation leads to a first-order bias-corrected estimate.
Approximate bias corrections can also be carried out without explicit bias formulas, for
example by using the jackknife. The jackknife is due to Quenouille (1949, 1956). An early
survey is given by Miller (1974). In the context of the IPP, Hahn and Newey (2004) in-
troduce the delete-one panel jackknife for first-order bias correction in static panel models.
For dynamic models, Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) propose the split-panel jackknife. For
first-order bias correction, this technique is very simple: It splits the panel into two sub-
panels of equal length along the time dimension, computes the two subpanel ML estimates,
and subtracts their average from 2b to obtain a first-order bias-corrected estimate of . The
same procedure can also be applied to the (concentrated) log-likelihood to give a jackknifed
log-likelihood, whose maximizer is a first-order bias-corrected estimate of .
This paper implements the split-panel jackknife in Stata. The program, xtspj, takes
as input a log-likelihood written in terms of one or more linear indices (equations in the
Stata language), specified by the user. At present, xtspj is also supplemented with three
preprogrammed fixed-effect log-likelihoods of models that are commonly used: the logit,
the probit, and the linear model. The covariates are allowed to contain lagged values of
the dependent variable and, hence, autoregressive versions of the logit, probit, and linear
models can be estimated without user-written input. As main output, xtspj produces ML
estimates and the two variants of the split-panel jackknife estimate. The maximization
routine employed by xtspj exploits the sparsity of the Hessian of the log-likelihood, so it
is fast and memory-efficient.
xtspj allows the panel data set to be unbalanced. As discussed in Dhaene and Jochmans
(2015), the jackknifed log-likelihood variant of the split-panel jackknife naturally allows for
unbalancedness. Here, a jackknifed estimator variant is presented under unbalancedness.
The idea is to jackknife not the ML estimator itself, but a weighted average of the ML
estimates associated with the balanced (sub)panels that form the full panel. Each of these
estimates can be jackknifed separately, and the resulting estimates can be averaged using
the same weights as before. A simulation study is conducted to explore the properties of
the split-panel jackknife when the data are unbalanced.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces xtspj together with the three
preprogrammed models. It presents the syntax, output, and examples. Section 3.3 discusses
the extension of the split-panel jackknife to deal with unbalanced data. Section 3.4 presents
simulation results under unbalancedness. Section 3.5 provides details on how to use xtspj
with a user-written model; the probit model serves as an example. Section 3.6 discusses
details of the maximization routine. Section 3.7 concludes.
3.2 The program: basics
This section presents the basic syntax and use of xtspj. For xtspj with user-written
models, see Section 3.5. It is worth emplasizing that xtspj also computes the uncorrected
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ML estimate, so xtspj may as well be used for fast and memory-efficient computation of
ML estimates of fixed-effect models when a suitable [XT] xt command does not exist.
First, the definition of the split-panel jackknife for balanced panels is briefly recalled (see
Section 3.3 for unbalanced panels). Consider a panel of observations Yit with i = 1;    ; N
indexing the individuals and t = 1;    ; T indexing time, and suppose T is even (see Dhaene
and Jochmans (2015) for the case with T odd). Let b be the ML estimate of  computed
from the full panel and let bS1 and bS2 be the ML estimates computed from, respectively,
the first half of the panel, where t 2 S1  f1;    ; T/2g, and the second half of the panel,
where t 2 S2  fT/2 + 1;    ; Tg. The split-panel jackknifed estimator is defined as
e  2b   1
2
(bS1 + bS2):
The split-panel jackknifed log-likelihood is defined similarly. Let bl () be the concentrated
log-likelihood function computed from the full panel (by concentrating out the ai), and letblS1 () and blS2 () be the concentrated log-likelihood functions computed from, respectively,
the first and the second half of the panel. Then the split-panel jackknifed log-likelihood is
_l ()  2bl()  1
2
(blS1 () + blS2 ());
and the corresponding jackknife estimator is
_  argmax

_l () :
Both e and _ are first-order bias-corrected estimators. For a comparison of the two variants,
Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) provide extensive discussion and simulations.
3.2.1 Syntax
xtspj depvar

indepvars
 
if
 
in

, model(string) method(string)

level(#) ltol(#) ptol(#)
maxiter(#) diagnosis display alpha(newvarname)

3.2.2 Description
xtspj implements the first-order split-panel jackknife (also termed the half-panel jackknife)
for possibly nonlinear models with fixed effects. xtspj accepts both balanced and unbal-
anced data sets. Missing data are excluded automatically. depvar is the regressand in
the model and indepvars is an optional list of regressors that may contain lagged values of
depvar. The data must be [XT] xtset with both panelvar and timevar. At this moment,
[U] tsvarlist (e.g., L.y) is not allowed in indepvars. When indepvars contains lagged values
of depvar up to p lags, the model becomes autoregressive of order p and is estimated condi-
tional on the first p observations. At this moment, maximizaton of the objective function is
carried out by the Newton-Raphson algorithm. The option model(string) specifies whether
the probit (model(Probit)), logit (model(Logit)), or linear (model(Linear)) model is to
be estimated. The option method(string) takes “none”, “like”, and “parm” for, respec-
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tively, no correction (b), the split-panel jackknife based on the jackknifed log-likelihood ( _),
and the split-panel jackknife based on the jackknifed estimator (e).
3.2.3 Options
level(#) sets the confidence level. The default is level(95).
ltol(#) sets the tolerance level for changes in the objective function value. When the
difference between the objective function values of the current and the previous iteration,
divided by the absolute value of the current objective function value, is positive and
smaller than ltol(#), the algorithm stops and reports that convergence has been
achieved. The default is ltol(1e-7).
ptol(#) sets the tolerance level for changes in the parameter values. The algorithm stops
and reports convergence when the change in the parameter is smaller than ptol(#).
The change is computed as the absolute difference between  in the current and the
previous iteration. When  is a vector, the maximum element of the vector of absolute
differences is taken. The default is ptol(1e-4).
maxiter(#) sets the maximum number of iterations the algorithm is allowed to use. The
default is maxiter(100).
diagnosis specifies that a simple diagnostic algorithm be invoked when the Newton-
Raphson algorithm gives an updated parameter vector that does not improve the ob-
jective function value. This diagnostic algorithm is slow and disabled by default.
display specifies whether the iteration log of the maximization (i.e., the objective function
values) should be printed on the screen. When method(parm) is requested, the iteration
log can be lengthy. It is disabled by default.
alpha(newvarname) specifies the name of the variable to be created to store the estimatesbi of the fixed effects ai (the same value bi for all T observations corresponding to i).
When method(none) is requested, bi is the ML estimate of ai. When method(like)
or method(parm) is requested, bi is the ML estimate of ai with  held fixed in the
likelihood function at _ or e, respectively.
3.2.4 Stored results
Scalars
e(N) number of observations e(empty) 1 if there are no covariates
e(converged) 1 if converged e(ll) objective function value
Matrices
e(b) coefficient vector e(V) covariance matrix
Functions
e(sample) estimation sample
Macros
e(model) value of option model() e(cmd) xtspj
e(cmdline) command as typed e(method) value of option method()
e(vce) oim e(title) title of table of results
e(properties) b V e(depvar) regressand
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3.2.5 Remarks
The covariance matrix of the estimated  is computed as follows. When no correction
is requested (method(none)), the usual oim covariance matrix based on the Hessian of
the concentrated log-likelihood is computed—see [R] vce_option. When method(like)
or method(parm) is requested, the covariance matrix is obtained from the same Hessian,
but now evaluated at the corresponding estimate, _ or e. This requires maximizing the
uncorrected log-likelihood with respect to the fixed-effect parameters while  is kept fixed
at _ or e. For this maximization, the options ltol(#), ptol(#), and maxiter(#) are also
effective.
When diagnosis is turned on, a diagnostic algorithm is invoked every time the current
objective function value in the Newton-Raphson algorithm is smaller than that in the
previous iteration (see also Baldick (2006, p. 403)). Given the gradient vector and Hessian
matrix obtained from the previous iteration, the algorithm succesively reduces the step
size, used to update the parameter vector, from 1 to 0.5, 0.5^2, ..., possibly down to
a minimum value of 0.5^10. The objective function is evaluated at the parameter vector
updated with the reduced step size. When the objective function value improves on that
from the previous iteration, the diagnostic algorithm stops and maximization continues
from the currently updated parameter vector. Otherwise it continues reducing the step size
unless the minimum step size is already reached, in which case the diagnostic algorithm
reports that no improvement could be achieved by reducing the step size, it stops, and
maximization continues from the parameter vector obtained before the diagnostic algorithm
was called.
With regard to ereturn, e(ll) is a stored result only when method(none) or method(like)
is requested.
For the probit and logit models, a check is performed for each individual i in each of
the subpanels to ensure that Yit varies across t. This is to drop individuals for whom the
regressand is perfectly predicted by setting ai equal to  1 or +1. These individuals are
not informative about  in the corresponding subpanel(s) and are dropped from the data
set altogether. A similar check is performed in, e.g., [R] probit.
3.2.6 Example
Setup
. webuse union, clear
. xtset idcode year
Uncorrected fixed-effect probit
. xtspj union age, model(Probit) method(none)
Jackknifed log-likelihood
. xtspj union age, model(Probit) method(like)
Jackknifed ML estimator
. xtspj union age, model(Probit) method(parm)
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3.3 Unbalanced panels and the split-panel jackknife
3.3.1 Unbalanced panels and the ML estimator
For simplicity of the analysis under unbalancedness, it is assumed that missingness is in-
dependent of the outcome variables Yit, given covariates. Furthermore, it is assumed that
every individual contributes consecutive data (i.e., there are no gaps). Then, an unbalanced
panel can always be viewed as a set of balanced panels; that is, an unbalanced panel can
be decomposed into J balanced panels. Let j = 1;    ; J index these balanced panels. The
jth balanced panel has Nj individuals, each with Tj consecutive periods of data. Consider
now an asymptotic setup where Nj ; Tj ! 1 and Nj/Tj ! j with 0 < j < 1 for all j,
and let J be fixed. First, the ML estimator obtained from the unbalanced panel is briefly
studied, and a closely related estimator is suggested that can easily be jackknifed.
Let
wj  NjTjP
j NjTj
and note thatPj wj = 1. The (i; t)th observation of the jth balanced panel, denoted as Y jit,
is governed by a distribution with density f(Y jit; ; aji ), where  is the common parameter
and aji is the fixed-effect parameter. Let
bj  argmax

blj () ; blj ()  1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
log f(Y jit; ; bji ());
bji ()  argmax
a
j
i
1
Tj
TjX
t=1
log f(Y jit; ; aji ):
The jth log-likelihood, blj (), is normalized by the number of observations in the jth bal-
anced panel, so blj () = Op (1). The log-likelihood corresponding to the full (i.e., unbal-
anced) panel, normalized by the number of observations, is
bl () = 1PJ
j=1NjTj
JX
j=1
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
log f(Y jit; ; bji ())
=
X
j
wjblj () :
Hence, the ML estimator is b = argmax

X
j
wjblj () :
Consider the weighted average of the bj ,
bw X
j
wjbj ;
and, for simplicity, call it the weighted ML estimator. The ML and weighted ML estimators,b and bw, are closely related, as the expressions show. It may be conjectured that they are
asymptotically equivalent under weak conditions, although we do study these conditions
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here. Our proposal is to jackknife b by jackknifing bw, as discussed in Section 3.3.2.
As an example, the remainder of this subsection examines the classic many-normal-
means incidental parameter problem of Neyman and Scott (1948) under unbalancedness.
The observations Yit follow the normal distributionN (i; 0), with common variance 0 and
different means i. When the panel is balanced, the (normalized) log-likelihood function is
1
NT
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; ai) =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   ai)2
2
:
Plugging in Y i =
P
t Yit/T = bi() for ai gives the concentrated log-likelihood,
bl () =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NT
X
i;t
(Yit   Y i)2
2
;
and, on maximizing, b = 1
NT
X
i;t
 
Yit   Y i
2
:
It follows easily that, as N !1 with T fixed,
b !p 0   0
T
;
i.e., b is inconsistent and biased towards zero.
Now consider the unbalanced case. For the jth balanced subpanel, the concentrated
log-likelihood and its maximizer are
blj () =  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log    1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
(Y jit   Y
j
i )
2
2
;
bj = 1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
(Y jit   Y
j
i );
where Y ji =
PTj
t=1 Y
j
it/Tj = bji () is the ML estimator of aji . The concentrated log-likelihood
for the full panel is
bl () = X
j
wjblj ()
=  1
2
log (2)  1
2
log   
X
j
wj
1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
(Y jit   Y
j
i )
2
2
;
with maximizer
b = X
j
wj
1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
(Y jit   bji )2
=
X
j
wjbj
= bw:
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Thus, the ML estimator, b, and the weighted ML estimator, bw, are identical. Furthermore,
when Nj !1 and Tj is fixed for all j,
b !p 0  X
j
wj
0
Tj
:
When Tj !1 for all j, X
j
wj
0
Tj
=
X
j
wjO(T
 1
j ):
Even when J is allowed to grow with the sample size, b will typically be consistent because
X
j
wjO(T
 1
j ) =
X
j
NjTjP
j NjTj
O(T 1j ) =
P
j NjP
j NjTj
O (1) ;
wherePj Nj/Pj NjTj ! 0 under weak conditions on the sequences (Nj ; Tj) ; j = 1;    ; J;
as J grows. For the asymptotic distribution of
qP
j NjTj(
b   0) to be centered at 0, it
can easily be shown that P
j NjqP
j NjTj
= o (1) (3.3.1)
is necessary and sufficient. When the panel is balanced, i.e., J = 1, N1 = N , and T1 = T ,
(3.3.1) is equivalent to N/T = o (1), which is a well-known result; see, e.g., Hahn and
Newey (2004).
3.3.2 Unbalanced panels and the split-panel jackknife
Ou proposal is to jackknife b by jackknifing the closely related estimator bw. Given that bw
is a weighted average of ML estimates defined by balanced panels, bw can be jackknifed by
parts, that is, by jackknifing each bj in the usual way and then forming a weighted average
of the jackknifed bj using weights wj .
Consider panel j. When Tj is even, the jackknife splits panel j into two subpanels with
Tj/2 time periods each. Let
Sj1  f1;    ; Tj/2g ; Sj2  fTj/2 + 1;    ; Tjg :
The split-panel jackknife computes, for S = Sj1; Sj2,
bjS  argmax

bljS(); bljS()  1Nj jSj
NjX
i=1
X
t2S
log f(Y jit; ; bjiS ());
bjiS ()  argmax
a
j
i
1
jSj
X
t2S
log f(Y jit; ; aji );
where jSj = Tj/2 denotes the number of elements in S. Then, the jackknifed version of bj
is ej  2bj   1
2
bjSj1 + bjSj2
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and the jackknifed version of blj () is
_lj ()  2blj ()  1
2
blj
S
j
1
() + blj
S
j
2
()

:
When Tj is odd, the situation is slightly different because there are two ways of splitting
panel j into almost equal subpanels. Let
Sj11  f1;    ; ceil (Tj/2)g ; Sj12  fceil (Tj/2) + 1;    ; Tjg ;
Sj21  f1;    ; floor (Tj/2)g ; Sj22  ffloor (Tj/2) + 1;    ; Tjg ;
where ceil (Tj/2) is the smallest integer  satisfying   Tj/2 and floor (Tj/2) is the largest
integer  satisfying   Tj/2. (Note that Sj11 = Sj21 and Sj12 = Sj22 when Tj is even.) The
jackknifed version of bj is then defined as
ej  2bj   1
2
(
j
1 + 
j
2); 
j
k  jS
j
k1j
Tj
bjSj
k1
+
jSjk2j
Tj
bjSj
k2
; k = 1; 2;
and the jackknifed version of of blj () as
_lj ()  2blj ()  1
2
(l
j
1 () + l
j
2 ()); l
j
k ()  jS
j
k1j
Tj
blj
S
j
k1
() +
jSjk2j
Tj
blj
S
j
k2
() ; k = 1; 2;
see Dhaene and Jochmans (2015). Given ej and _lj () for each panel j, the split-panel
jackknifed versions of bw and bl() are
e X
j
wjej ; _l () X
j
wj _lj () :
The estimator _  argmax _l () was proposed in Dhaene and Jochmans (2015); e is new.
Both e and _ remove the leading bias term of b. In addition, e and _ are consistent, have
the same large-N , large-T asymptotic variance as b, and their asymptotic distributions are
correctly centered. That is, in our asymptotic setup, lettingM Pj NjTj denote the total
number of observations, the limit distributions of
p
M(e  0) and pM( _  0) are normal
and centered at zero, while that of
p
M(b   0) is normal but not centered at zero.
3.3.3 Practical issues
For some j, Tj may be too small for ej or _lj () to be defined. In that case, the individuals
in those panels have to be excluded from the estimation. The program xtspj only checks
if Tj  2. This is a necessary condition to be able to split the panel. All individuals
with less than two periods of data are automatically removed. When Tj = 2, the subpanel
will contain only one observation, which in most models is insufficient to estimate . For
example, in the linear fixed-efffect model at least two time periods in each subpanel are
required, so the theoretical minimum for Tj is 4. Because this is a model-specific issue, it is
left to the user to determine if Tj is large enough and, if not, to exclude the corresponding
individuals from the estimation. Furthermore, one may also choose to set the minimum
for Tj above the theoretical mimimum, for at least two reasons. First, the panels with
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small Tj typically contribute more higher-order bias to the split-panel jackknife than those
with larger Tj . Therefore, excluding panels with small Tj often reduces the bias, but at
the expense of increased variance. Second, for panels with very small Tj , the concentrated
subpanel log-likelihoods may be nearly flat, potentially causing numerical problems for
computing _.
The assumption of consecutive data for each individual deserves some discussion. It
supposes that, for every individual, data can be missing only at the beginning of the ob-
servation period, at the end, or both at the beginning and the end. In certain situations
this is a realistic assumption. Often, though, it is unrealistic. However, this assumption
is without loss of generality when the observations are assumed to be independent across
time (conditional on covariates) because then we may simply reassign the obervations to
different time periods. For dynamic models the situation is more complicated, and the as-
sumption of consecutive data was primarily made to accommodate dynamic models without
difficulty in the analysis. When the model is dynamic and there are gaps in the data, a
simple solution, though with loss of efficiency, is to redefine an “individual” as a patch of
consecutive observations. For example, an individual i with two patches of consecutive ob-
servations, separated by a gap, is replaced by two new individuals, one for each patch. Then
the analysis proceeds under the assumption of consecutive data. The efficiency loss of this
solution is twofold: more fixed effects have to be estimated, and more initial observations
are lost due to conditioning on them. Avoiding the efficiency loss appears very difficult
in general, although in linear time series models it may be possible to extend Wincek and
Reinsel (1986) to the split-panel jackknife.
3.4 Simulations for unbalanced panels
This section presents the results of a small-scale simulation study of the effect of mod-
erate unbalancedness on the performance of the split-panel jackknife. Three models are
considered: the static logit, the static probit, and the stationary Gaussian AR(1) model.
In all simulations, N = 500. The number of time periods is set to T = 6; 10; 14; 18 in the
balanced panels, which serve as a benchmark of comparison with unbalanced panels. For
T  10, unbalanced panels are created by letting a fraction r > 0 of the individuals have
T   4 observations instead of T . For example, when T = 10 and r = 0:25, the unbalanced
panel consists of J = 2 balanced panels, one with N1 = 125 and T1 = 6, and the other one
with N2 = 375 and T2 = 10. In the balanced panel designs, r = 0. Unbalanced panels are
generated with r = 0:25; 0:5; 0:75 in the logit and probit models, and r = 0:5; 0:75; 0:9 in
the stationary Gaussian AR(1) model. For all three models, the relative bias (bias divided
by 0) and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) of b, e, and _ are computed from 1; 000 Monte
Carlo replications at each design point.
As is well known, there exist fixed-T consistent estimators for the fixed-effect logit
and AR(1) models, and their fixed-T consistency also holds under unbalancedness. In the
logit model, for example, the conditional logit estimator is fixed-T consistent (see Andersen
(1970) and Chamberlain (1980)) and semiparametrically efficient, so it is definitely the
preferred estimator in this model. However, fixed-T consistent estimators do not generally
exist. The focus here is on studying the performance of generally applicable methods; no
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explicit comparison is made with the fixed-T consistent estimators.
For the static logit model, the data were generated as Yit = 1 (Xit0 + ai + "it  0),
where 1 () is the indicator function, "it is standard-logistically distributed, Xit is a scalar
covariate generated as Xit  N (ai; 1) with ai = 0 (Design 1) or ai  N (0; 1/16) (Design
2), and the common parameter was set to 0 = 0:5; 1. Design 1 is the case where, in fact,
pooled estimation (i.e., without fixed effects) is consistent, while Design 2 calls for fixed-
effect estimation because the ai are correlated with the regressor. Table 3.1 presents the
results. The first point to be mentioned is that the IPP is present even when there are
no fixed effects (Design 1). That is, estimating a fixed-effect model already induces the
IPP even when the true data generating process contains no individual effects. The bias
of the ML estimator is uniformly upward both in Design 1 and Design 2. Both variants
of the jackknife yield significant improvements over the ML estimator in terms of bias and
RMSE. The variant based on the jackknifed log-likelihood tends to perform best. The bias
of e is uniformly downward in the designs studied, and that of _ is uniformly upward.
Although this seems to suggest a general pattern, the pattern found here is specific to the
chosen design. The effect of unbalancedness shows a very clear picture. For any T , as r
increases from 0 to 0:75, an increasing fraction of the panel has only T  4 observations and
the incidental parameter bias of all three estimators increases, as expected. Note, further,
that T with r = 0 is equivalent to T + 4 with r = 1, so one can see the gradual effect of
successively adding 4 time periods of data for a rotating group of 125 individuals, from a
balanced panel with T = 6 up to one with T = 18. In line with the theory, the bias changes
very smoothly for all three estimators and shows that the jackknife is bias-reducing also for
unbalanced data.
Table 3.2 presents the results for the probit model. The data here were generated as in
the logit model, except that now "it  N (0; 1). The results are very similar to those for the
logit model: b is upward biased; e and _ are far less biased and have smaller RMSE; the bias
of all three estimators changes smoothly with the degree of unbalancedness; the jackknife
is bias-reducing for unbalanced data; and, again, the jackknife based on the jackknifing the
log-likelihood performs best.
Table 3.3 reports the results for the stationary Gaussian AR(1) model, with data gen-
erated as
Yi0  N

ai
1  0 ;
1
1  20

;
Yit = 0Yit 1 + ai + "it; t = 1;   T;
where "it  N (0; 1), ai = 0 (Design 1) or ai  N (0; 1/16) (Design 2), and 0 = 0:5; 0:5.
The simulation results are qualitatively similar to those in the logit and probit models. Here,
however, the jackknifed estimator, e, performs better than _ in terms of bias and RMSE.
This is in line with the simulation results in Dhaene and Jochmans (2015). Furthermore,
the bias is not symmetric in 0 around 0, in line with the analysis of Nickell (1981). The
simulations also confirm that all three estimators are invariant with respect to the ai; the
results under Design 1 and Design 2 are identical, apart from Monte Carlo error.
To conclude, the simulation results confirm that b can be jackknifed by jackknifing bw.
The biases of b, e, and _ are roughly equal to the corresponding weighted averages, using
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weights wj , of the biases associated with estimates computed from balanced panels. For
example, when T1 = 6 and T2 = 10, the bias of _ is roughly the weighted average of the bias
when T = 6 and the bias when T = 10. The bottom line is that, at least for moderately
unbalanced panels, unbalancedness poses no problem for the split-panel jackknife.
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Table 3.1: Simulations for the static logit model, N = 500
Design 1 Design 2
0 = 0:5 0 = 1 0 = 0:5 0 = 1
r Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE
T = 6
0 b 0:21 0:12 0:20 0:21 0:21 0:12 0:19 0:20
_ 0:06 0:06 0:05 0:08 0:06 0:06 0:04 0:07e  0:12 0:08  0:14 0:16  0:12 0:08  0:15 0:17
T = 10
0 b 0:11 0:07 0:12 0:13 0:12 0:07 0:13 0:13
_ 0:02 0:04 0:02 0:04 0:02 0:04 0:02 0:05e  0:04 0:04  0:05 0:07  0:03 0:04  0:05 0:06
0:25 b 0:12 0:07 0:13 0:14 0:13 0:08 0:13 0:14
_ 0:02 0:04 0:02 0:05 0:03 0:04 0:02 0:05e  0:06 0:05  0:08 0:09  0:06 0:05  0:07 0:09
0:5 b 0:15 0:09 0:15 0:16 0:14 0:08 0:15 0:15
_ 0:04 0:05 0:03 0:06 0:03 0:04 0:03 0:05e  0:07 0:06  0:09 0:11  0:08 0:06  0:09 0:11
0:75 b 0:18 0:10 0:17 0:18 0:17 0:10 0:17 0:18
_ 0:05 0:05 0:04 0:07 0:04 0:05 0:04 0:07e  0:09 0:07  0:12 0:13  0:10 0:07  0:11 0:13
T = 14
0 b 0:08 0:05 0:08 0:09 0:08 0:05 0:08 0:09
_ 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:04e  0:02 0:03  0:02 0:04  0:02 0:03  0:02 0:04
0:25 b 0:08 0:05 0:09 0:10 0:08 0:05 0:09 0:10
_ 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:04 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:04e  0:02 0:03  0:03 0:05  0:02 0:03  0:03 0:05
0:5 b 0:09 0:06 0:10 0:11 0:09 0:06 0:10 0:11
_ 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:04 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:04e  0:03 0:03  0:04 0:05  0:03 0:03  0:04 0:05
0:75 b 0:11 0:06 0:11 0:12 0:10 0:06 0:11 0:12
_ 0:02 0:03 0:02 0:04 0:02 0:03 0:02 0:04e  0:03 0:04  0:04 0:06  0:03 0:04  0:04 0:06
T = 18
0 b 0:06 0:04 0:06 0:07 0:06 0:04 0:06 0:07
_ 0:01 0:03 0:00 0:03 0:00 0:03 0:00 0:03e  0:01 0:03  0:01 0:03  0:01 0:03  0:01 0:03
0:25 b 0:07 0:04 0:07 0:08 0:06 0:04 0:07 0:07
_ 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:00 0:03e  0:01 0:03  0:02 0:04  0:01 0:03  0:02 0:03
0:5 b 0:06 0:04 0:07 0:08 0:07 0:04 0:07 0:08
_ 0:00 0:03 0:00 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03e  0:02 0:03  0:02 0:04  0:01 0:03  0:02 0:04
0:75 b 0:07 0:05 0:08 0:09 0:07 0:05 0:08 0:09
_ 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:03e  0:02 0:03  0:02 0:04  0:02 0:03  0:02 0:04
Notes: 1; 000 replications. Model: Yit = 1 (Xit0 + ai + "it  0), with Xit  N (ai; 1),
ai = 0 (Design 1) or ai  N (0; 1/16) (Design 2), and "it standard-logistically distributed.b is the ML estimate, _ is the maximizer of the jackknifed log-likelihood, e is the jackknifed
ML estimate. r is the faction of individuals with T   4 instead of T observations. Bias is
divided by 0.
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Table 3.2: Simulations for the static probit model, N = 500
Design 1 Design 2
0 = 0:5 0 = 1 0 = 0:5 0 = 1
r Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE
T = 6
0 b 0:20 0:10 0:26 0:27 0:20 0:11 0:26 0:27
_ 0:05 0:04 0:09 0:10 0:05 0:04 0:09 0:11e  0:14 0:08  0:14 0:16  0:15 0:08  0:14 0:16
T = 10
0 b 0:11 0:06 0:13 0:14 0:10 0:06 0:13 0:14
_ 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:04 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:04e  0:04 0:03  0:07 0:08  0:05 0:03  0:07 0:08
0:25 b 0:12 0:06 0:15 0:16 0:12 0:06 0:15 0:16
_ 0:01 0:03 0:03 0:05 0:02 0:03 0:03 0:04e  0:07 0:05  0:10 0:11  0:07 0:04  0:10 0:11
0:5 b 0:13 0:07 0:17 0:18 0:13 0:07 0:17 0:18
_ 0:02 0:03 0:04 0:06 0:02 0:03 0:04 0:06e  0:10 0:06  0:12 0:12  0:10 0:06  0:12 0:13
0:75 b 0:16 0:08 0:20 0:21 0:16 0:09 0:21 0:21
_ 0:03 0:03 0:06 0:07 0:03 0:03 0:06 0:07e  0:12 0:07  0:14 0:15  0:12 0:07  0:14 0:15
T = 14
0 b 0:07 0:04 0:09 0:09 0:07 0:04 0:09 0:09
_ 0:00 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:00 0:02 0:01 0:03e  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04
0:25 b 0:08 0:04 0:09 0:10 0:08 0:04 0:10 0:10
_ 0:00 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03e  0:03 0:02  0:05 0:05  0:03 0:02  0:04 0:05
0:5 b 0:08 0:05 0:10 0:11 0:08 0:05 0:11 0:11
_ 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03e  0:03 0:03  0:06 0:06  0:03 0:03  0:05 0:06
0:75 b 0:09 0:05 0:12 0:12 0:09 0:05 0:12 0:12
_ 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03e  0:04 0:03  0:06 0:07  0:04 0:03  0:06 0:07
T = 18
0 b 0:05 0:03 0:07 0:07 0:05 0:03 0:07 0:07
_ 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02e  0:01 0:02  0:02 0:03  0:01 0:02  0:02 0:03
0:25 b 0:06 0:03 0:07 0:07 0:06 0:03 0:07 0:08
_ 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02e  0:01 0:02  0:02 0:03  0:01 0:02  0:02 0:03
0:5 b 0:06 0:04 0:07 0:08 0:06 0:03 0:08 0:08
_ 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02 0:00 0:02e  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04
0:75 b 0:06 0:04 0:08 0:09 0:06 0:04 0:08 0:09
_ 0:00 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:00 0:02 0:01 0:03e  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04  0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04
Notes: 1; 000 replications. Model: Yit = 1 (Xit0 + ai + "it  0), with Xit  N (ai; 1),
ai = 0 (Design 1) or ai  N (0; 1/16) (Design 2), and "it  N (0; 1). b is the ML estimate,
_ is the maximizer of the jackknifed log-likelihood, e is the jackknifed ML estimate. r is the
faction of individuals with T   4 instead of T observations. Bias is divided by 0.
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Table 3.3: Simulations for the stationary Gaussian AR(1) model, N = 500
Design 1 Design 2
0 = 0:5 0 =  0:5 0 = 0:5 0 =  0:5
r Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE
T = 6
0 b  0:55 0:28 0:18 0:09  0:55 0:28 0:18 0:09
_  0:31 0:16 0:05 0:03  0:31 0:16 0:05 0:03e  0:04 0:04 0:02 0:02  0:03 0:04 0:02 0:02
T = 10
0 b  0:32 0:16 0:10 0:05  0:32 0:16 0:10 0:05
_  0:12 0:06 0:01 0:02  0:12 0:06 0:01 0:02e 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01
0:5 b  0:40 0:20 0:13 0:07  0:40 0:20 0:13 0:07
_  0:19 0:10 0:03 0:02  0:19 0:10 0:03 0:02e 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:03 0:01 0:02
0:75 b  0:46 0:23 0:15 0:08  0:46 0:23 0:15 0:08
_  0:24 0:12 0:04 0:03  0:24 0:12 0:04 0:03e 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02 0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02
0:9 b  0:51 0:26 0:16 0:08  0:51 0:26 0:16 0:08
_  0:28 0:14 0:05 0:03  0:28 0:14 0:04 0:03e  0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02  0:01 0:03 0:01 0:02
T = 14
0 b  0:23 0:11 0:07 0:04  0:23 0:12 0:07 0:04
_  0:06 0:03 0:01 0:01  0:06 0:03 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01
0:5 b  0:27 0:13 0:09 0:04  0:27 0:13 0:09 0:04
_  0:09 0:05 0:01 0:01  0:09 0:05 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01
0:75 b  0:29 0:15 0:09 0:05  0:29 0:15 0:09 0:05
_  0:10 0:05 0:01 0:02  0:10 0:05 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:01 0:01
0:9 b  0:31 0:16 0:10 0:05  0:31 0:16 0:10 0:05
_  0:12 0:06 0:01 0:02  0:12 0:06 0:01 0:02e 0:02 0:02 0:01 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:01 0:01
T = 18
0 b  0:18 0:09 0:06 0:03  0:18 0:09 0:06 0:03
_  0:04 0:02 0:01 0:01  0:04 0:02 0:00 0:01e 0:01 0:01 0:00 0:01 0:01 0:01 0:00 0:01
0:5 b  0:20 0:10 0:06 0:03  0:20 0:10 0:06 0:03
_  0:05 0:03 0:01 0:01  0:05 0:03 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01
0:75 b  0:21 0:11 0:07 0:04  0:21 0:11 0:07 0:04
_  0:06 0:03 0:01 0:01  0:06 0:03 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:01 0:02 0:00 0:01
0:9 b  0:22 0:11 0:07 0:04  0:22 0:11 0:07 0:04
_ 0:03 0:00 0:01 0:01  0:06 0:03 0:01 0:01e 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:00 0:01
Notes: 1; 000 replications. Model: Yit = 0Yit 1+ai+"it, with stationary Yi0, ai = 0
(Design 1) or ai  N (0; 1/16) (Design 2), and "it  N (0; 1). b is the ML estimate, _
is the maximizer of the jackknifed log-likelihood, e is the jackknifed ML estimate. r is
the faction of individuals with T   4 instead of T observations. Bias is divided by 0.
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3.5 User-written models
To use xtspj with a user-written model, the density has to be of the form
f(Yit;1;it;    ; M;it) (3.5.1)
with
1;it  X 01;it1 + ai;
m;it  X 0m;itm for m = 2;    ;M;
for an arbitrary number M  1 of linear indices m;it (equations in the Stata language)
depending on covariates Xm;it. The regressand, Yit, can be a vector, at most of dimension
M . The first linear index, 1;it, contains an additive fixed effect. Nevertheless, this design
is general in the sense that, when the fixed effects enter non-additively, one simply needs
to keep the first linear index free of covariates. It is also possible to set Xm;it = 1 for one
or several m > 1; then the corresponding m;it = m are simply parameters, entering the
model as specified by f .
3.5.1 Syntax
xtspj eq

eq ...
 
if
 
in

, model(string) method(string)

level(#) ltol(#) ptol(#)
maxiter(#) diagnosis display alpha(newvarname)

3.5.2 Description
The rules for xtspj with a user-written model are the same as in Section 3.2 with two
exceptions. First, each eq (equation) specifies a linear index, m;it. The specification of
an eq is similar to [R] ml model, i.e.,
(

eqname:
 
depvar=
 
indepvars

, nocons

)
where eqname is an optional equation name, depvar and indepvars are specified in the usual
way, and nocons is optional and specifies that the corresponding equation has no constant
term. In the first eq, which is always without constant term due to the presence of fixed
effects, nocons is implicitly assumed, without specifying it. Second, model(string) contains
the name of the user-specified model, which has to to be programmed according to the rules
given in Section 3.5.3. The ereturn stored results are also as in Section 3.2 except that
e(depvar) now is the list of regressands.
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3.5.3 User-written log-likelihood evaluation
The function f in (3.5.1) has to be specified as a Mata class containing two member func-
tions, ::Evaluate() and ::Check() (see [M-2] class). The template for this class is
1 mata
2 class xtspj<YourModel> extends xtspjModel {
3 public:
4 void Evaluate(), Check()
5 }
6 void function xtspj<YourModel>::Evaluate(real matrix Y, real matrix XB,
7 real colvector LogLikelihood, real matrix Gradient,
8 pointer(real colvector) matrix Hessian) {
9 // compute log-likelihood, gradient, Hessian
10 }
11 void function xtspj<YourModel>::Check(real matrix Data,
12 real scalar Keep) {
13 // check data
14 }
15 end
(3.5.2)
The user needs to supply the relevant Mata code in the lines 9 and 13 as discussed below,
and change “<YourModel>” (line 2) to a desired name, e.g., “MyModel”. When xtspj is
executed, this name must be specified in the option model(string), e.g., model(MyModel),
so that xtspj calls the user-written specification of f .
3.5.3.1 void function ::Evaluate()
The function ::Evaluate() needs to be supplied (see [M-2] declarations). It computes
the model’s log-likelihood, gradient, and Hessian for a given set of observations (i; t), t 2 S.
The function is called repeatedly and separately for each i and various sets S. In balanced
panels with even T , for example, S is either f1;    ; Tg or f1;    ; T/2g or fT/2+1;    ; Tg.
The arguments of ::Evaluate() are as follows:
real matrix Y, the matrix of regressands. The kth column of Y corresponds to the kth
regressand, defined by an eq, and each row corresponds to an observation (i; t), t 2 S.
real matrix XB, the matrix of linear indices. The mth column of XB corresponds to the
mth linear index, defined by an eq, and each row corresponds to an observation (i; t),
t 2 S.
real colvector LogLikelihood, the column vector of log-likelihood values. Each row
contains the log-likelihood value corresponding to an observation (i; t), t 2 S, evaluated
at the corresponding row of XB and Y. Thus, LogLikelihood has elements
log f(Yit;1;it;    ; M;it); t 2 S:
real matrix Gradient, the matrix of scores. The mth column of Gradient corresponds to
the log-likelihood derivative with respect to the mth linear index, evaluated at XB and
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Y. Thus, the mth column of Gradient has elements
@ log f(Yit;1;it;    ; M;it)
@m;it
; t 2 S:
pointer(real colvector) matrix Hessian, the pointer matrix pointing to the Hessian
(see [M-2] pointers). This matrix must be symmetric (see [M-5] makesymmetric()).
The (m;n)-th element of Hessian is a pointer to the column vector of second-order
log-likelihood derivatives with respect to the mth and nth linear indices, evaluated at
XB and Y. Thus, the (m;n)-th element of Hessian points to the elements
@2 log f(Yit;1;it;    ; M;it)
@m;it@n;it
; t 2 S:
The arguments real matrix Gradient and pointer(real colvector) matrix Hessian
are optional. If they are not changed inside ::Evaluate(), xtspj uses a numerical differ-
entiation algorithm to compute the derivatives. See Section 3.6.1 for details.
Example: probit
The following Mata code gives ::Evaluate() for the probit model:
1 void function xtspjProbit::Evaluate(real matrix Y,
2 real matrix XB, real colvector LogLikelihood,
3 real matrix Gradient, pointer(real colvector) matrix Hessian) {
4 q=(Y:*2:-1)
5 LogLikelihood=lnnormal(q:*XB)
6 Gradient=q:*(normalden(q:*XB):/normal(q:*XB))
7 Hessian=&(-Gradient:*(XB+Gradient))
8 }
(3.5.3)
Compare (3.5.3) with the corresponding portion of the template (3.5.2): “<YourModel>”
is replaced with “Probit”, and LogLikelihood, Gradient, and Hessian are computed in
lines 5 to 7. Lines 6 and 7 can be omitted; then Gradient and Hessian are computed by
numerical differentiation.
Mata function arguments are passed by reference (see [M-2] declarations, remark 8),
so the changes made inside the function to function arguments remain also after the func-
tion execution has terminated. Hence, the values computed and stored in LogLikelihood,
Gradient, and Hessian are preserved after the function call and are passed to xtspj.
When a model contains more than one equation (M > 1), the variables Gradient
and Hessian may be preallocated to reduce the computation time. This can be done by
inserting the code
1 Gradient=J(rows(Data),cols(Data),.)
2 Hessian=J(cols(Data),cols(Data),NULL)
between lines 3 and 4 of (3.5.3) (see [M-5] J(), [M-5] rows(), and remark 8 of [M-2] pointers
for NULL.)
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Hessian is computed as a matrix of pointers. In line 7 of (3.5.3), the operator &()
creates a pointer to the value of the expression in parentheses, i.e., a pointer to the value
of -Gradient:*(XB+Gradient). There is a subtle difference between a pointer to a variable
and a pointer to the value of an expression (see [M-2] pointers, remarks 2 and 3). When
pointing to a variable, this may cause mistakes when that variable is reused. For example,
the code
1 H=...
2 Hessian[1,1]=&H
3 H=...
4 Hessian[1,2]=&H
will not produce the intended result because line 3 alters H and hence also Hessian[1,1].
It is on the safe side to use different variable names instead, as in
1 H11=...
2 Hessian[1,1]=&H11
3 H12=...
4 Hessian[1,2]=&H12
3.5.3.2 void function ::Check()
Prior to estimation, xtspj checks that for each individual there are at least two time periods
of data so that, on splitting the panel, each subpanel has at least one observation per
individual. Individuals who do not meet this condition are excluded from the estimation.
The function ::Check() serves as an additional, model-specific, data check and, if necessary,
to additionally exclude individuals that are uninformative about  in some subpanel(s).
For example, in the linear model, at least two time periods are required in each subpanel.
Another example is that, in binary choice models, Yit must vary across t in each subpanel.
If such data checks are not needed, one may simply replace line 13 of the template (3.5.2)
with “Keep=1”.
The function ::Check() is called prior to estimation and checks a given set of observa-
tions (i; t), t 2 S. Similar to ::Evaluate(), ::Check() is called separately for each i and
various sets S, which correspond to the subpanels. Only if i passes the data check imposed
by ::Check() for all relevant sets S (which results in “Keep=1” for all S) is i included in
the data set to be used for estimation. The arguments of ::Check() are as follows:
real matrix Data, the data to be checked. The columns of Data correspond to the regres-
sands of the model, followed by the regressors, in the same order as specified by the
equations. The rows correspond to the observations (i; t), t 2 S.
real scalar Keep, the main output. Keep is set to 1 if Data passes the check, and set to
0 otherwise.
Example: probit
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The following Mata code gives ::Check() for the probit model:
1 void function xtspjProbit::Check(real matrix Data, real scalar Keep) {
2 if (sum(Data[.,1])==0 jj sum(Data[.,1])==rows(Data)) {
3 Keep=0
4 } else {
5 Keep=1
6 }
7 }
Here line 2 tests if Y, the first column of Data, varies. When the elements of Y are all 0 or
all 1, the expression
sum(Data[.,1])==0 jj sum(Data[.,1])==rows(Data)
is evaluated as true and Keep is set to 0 (see [M-5] sum() and [M-2] op_logical). Other-
wise, Y varies and Keep is set to 1.
3.6 Algorithms
3.6.1 Details on numerical differentiation
Numerical differentiation is a well-established technique for the approximation of the deriva-
tives of a function when analytical differentiation is difficult or infeasible. The subject is
treated extensively in, e.g., Richard and Burden (2000), Griewank and Walther (2008), and
Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, and Flannery (2007, chap. 5.7). In Mata, [M-5] deriv() com-
putes numerical derivatives. However, xtspj does not use [M-5] deriv() because it is not
optimized for the present setup. To see why, the algorithm implemented by [M-5] deriv()
and the implied time cost are briefly reviewed. Consider a generic log-likelihood function
L (; a)  L (; a1;    ; aN ) 
X
i;t
log f (Yit; ; ai)
where  is a scalar common parameter and a  (a1;    ; aN )0 is the vector of fixed-effect
parameters. [M-5] deriv() approximates the first derivative of L (; a1;    ; aN ),
@L (; a)
@
;
@L (; a)
@a0

=

@L (; a)
@
;
@L (; a)
@a1
; : : : ;
@L (; a)
@aN

; (3.6.1)
as
@L (; a)
@
=
L ( + h; a)  L (   h; a)
2h
;
@L (; a)
@ai
=
L (; a1; : : : ; ai + h; : : : ; aN )  L (; a1; : : : ; ai   h; : : : ; aN )
2h
; i = 1;    ; N;
for some small h. This is the standard formula discussed in many textbooks, including
those cited above. (Higher-order techniques also exist; see, e.g., Fornberg (1988).) Now,
assuming the time cost of evaluating L (; a) is O (1), the time cost of approximating (3.6.1)
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as above is O (2N + 2) or, when  is a vector of P elements, O (2N + 2P ). That is, it takes
2 (N + P ) times as much time to compute the first derivative as to compute the value of
the log-likelihood function. When the second derivative is approximated in the same way,
the time cost becomes even much higher. In typical microeconomic panel data sets, N is
large and T is small, so this algorithm is computationally very slow.
xtspj implements an alternative algorithm for numerical differentiation, exploiting the
property that the model may be expressed in terms of linear indices. Given (3.5.1), the
log-likelihood function may be written as
L (1;    ; M ) 
X
i;t
log f
 
Yit;1;it;    ; M;it

;
where m is the NT  1 vector collecting all the elements m;it. Correspondingly, let Xm
be the NT  Pm matrix collecting all the values of the regressors that appear in the mth
linear index. Observing that
@m
@0m
= Xm
for every m, we have
@L (1;    ; M )
@0m
=
@L (1;    ; M )
@0m
@m
@0m
=
@L (1;    ; M )
@0m
Xm:
Here, we only have to approximate @L (1;    ; M ) /@m as
@L (1;    ; M )
@m
=
L (1;    ; m + h;    ; M )  L (1;    ; m   h;    ; M )
2h
;
which requires just 2 evaluations of the log-likelihood function. For the fixed-effect param-
eter ai, we have
@L (; a)
@ai
=
X
t
@ log f
 
Yit;1;it;    ; M;it

@1;it
;
which is linked to objects already computed because
@L (1;    ; M )
@1
=
X
i;t
@ log f
 
Yit;1;it;    ; M;it

@1;it
:
For the second derivative, a similar computation follows easily.
The algorithm just described is efficient in that the time cost is only slightly higher
than O (2M), so the time spent obtaining the first derivative is roughly the same as that
of evaluating the log-likelihood function 2M times. In typical settings, M is much smaller
than N + P . For example, in the probit model, M = 1. In the linear model, M = 2 (there
is a constant linear index for the error variance, 2;it = 2 = 2, say). In addition, for
some models, the time cost of evaluating the derivatives analytically exceeds the time cost
of computing them numerically using the proposed algorithm.
xtspj currently sets h equal to epsilon(1)^0.25, where epsilon(1) is the machine
precision (see [M-5] epsilon()).
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3.6.2 Details on the Newton-Raphson algorithm
The Newton-Raphson algorithm is a common technique for numerical optimization of func-
tions that are twice differentiable. Its properties, potential problems, and implementation
details can be found in, e.g., Süli and Mayers (2003, chap. 4), Bonnans, Gilbert, Lemaréchal,
and Sagastizábal (2006, chap. 4), and Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, and Flannery (2007,
chap. 9). In Stata and Mata, [R] ml, [M-5] optimize(), and [M-5] moptimize() are nu-
merical optimizers. In the context of ML estimation of fixed-effect models, the problem
with these optimizers, including the standard way of implementing the Newton-Raphson
algorithm, is that they do not exploit the sparsity of the Hessian matrix, which makes them
slow and memory-inefficient. The section reviews these problems and discusses how xtspj
implements the Newton-Raphson algorithm more efficiently.
Consider first how one may estimate a fixed-effect model by ML in Stata when no
[XT] xt command is available. As an example, suppose one wishes to estimate a fixed-
effect probit model, given a panel data set with a binary regressand Y, a regressor X, and
a group variable i indexing the individuals (i is the panelvar in [XT] xtset). Then, one
would run
1 quietly tabulate i, generate(group)
2 probit Y X group*, nocons
This code is conveniently short but can be slow. As an example, we ran it on an Intel i5-
3570K computer in Stata MP 13.1 on balanced data sets generated with Xit; ai  N (0; 1),
T = 10, 0 = 0:5, and various values of N . As shown in Table 3.4, the time cost of probit
grows very rapidly with N , while that of xtspj is roughly proportional to N .
Table 3.4: Time cost of probit vs. xtspj
Time using probit Time using xtspj
N Mean Max Mean Max
10 0:025 0:110 0:016 0:031
100 0:110 0:203 0:038 0:047
500 3:494 3:610 0:140 0:156
1000 35:747 37:453 0:314 0:688
2000 342:345 342:987 0:533 0:547
Notes: Time is reported in seconds. Mean and max are obtained by
running probit and xtspj 10 times on the same data set, generated with
Xit and i drawn from N (0; 1), T = 10, and 0 = 0:5.
The number of parameters in fixed-effect models is N + dim , so when N is large,
standard optimization methods become very slow. The split-panel jackknife adds to the
challenge because the model has to be estimated several times or, in the case of the jack-
knifed log-likelihood, one has to optimize simultaneously over several sets of fixed-effect
parameters. The number of fixed-effect parameters that implicitly enter _l () varies be-
tween 3N (when Tj is even for all i) and 5N (when Tj is odd for all i). In short, when N is
large, the optimization problem is high-dimensional. Standard optimizers that use second
derivatives, such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm, become very slow in high dimensions
because the Hessian is high-dimensional. In the present setting, however, the Hessian is
also sparse. In particular, the matrix of second derivatives of the original (unconcentrated)
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log-likelihood with respect to all fixed-effect parameters is a diagonal matrix. This is also
true, as shown in Appendix 3.A, for the Hessian of the unconcentrated objective function
underlying _l (), which depends on multiple sets of fixed-effect parameters. The sparsity of
the Hessian simplifies its inversion and the updating step of the Newton-Raphson algorithm,
as detailed below.
Let  be a P  1 column vector and consider an objective function of the general form
_l (; ) 
X
j
wj _lj(; a
j ; cj ; dj);
  (a11;    ; a1N1 ; c11;    ; c1N1 ; d11;    ; d1N1 ;    ; aJ1 ;    ; aJNJ ; cJ1 ;    ; cJNJ ; dJ1 ;    ; dJNJ )0;
where wj is the weight associated with the jth balanced panel and a, c, and d are sets of
fixed-effect parameters associated with, respectively, all time periods, the first half, and the
second half of the time periods (assuming Tj is even for all j). Partition the gradient and
the Hessian as
g (; ) 
 
g (; )
g (; )
!
; H (; ) 
 
H (; ) H
0
 (; )
H (; ) H (; )
!
:
Given the parameter vector ((k)0; (k)0)0 at the kth iteration, the Newton-Raphson algo-
rithm obtains the updated parameter vector as 
(k+1)
(k+1)
!
=
 
(k)
(k)
!
+ u((k); (k))
where
u (; )   H 1 (; ) g (; )
and H 1 (; ) is the inverse of H (; ). When dim is large, numerical inversion of
H (; ) by Gaussian elimination is slow and inaccurate. As suggested by Hall (1978) and
Chamberlain (1980), the computation of u (; ) can be carried out more efficiently by using
a block inversion algorithm. Let
h 1 (; )  diagonal
 
H 1 (; )

;
A (; )  H (; )
 
h 1 (; ) 1
0
P

;
B (; )  H (; ) H 0 (; )A (; ) 1 ;
where  denotes the Hadamard product, 1P is the P  1 vector of ones, and diagonal (V )
is the column vector formed by the diagonal elements of V . Then
u (; ) 
 
u (; )
u (; )
!
is given by
u (; ) =  B (; )

g (; ) A0 (; ) g (; )

;
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u (; ) =  g (; ) h 1 (; ) A (; )u (; ) :
This way of computing the updated parameter vector dramatically speeds up the Newton-
Raphson algorithm.
3.7 Concluding remarks
xtspj implements the split-panel jackknife of Dhaene and Jochmans (2015) in Stata us-
ing code written in Mata. The program allows for unbalanced panels. It implements
two variants of the split-panel jackknife: the jackknifed ML estimator and the jackknifed
(concentrated) log-likelihood. The model is generically defined through linear indices. The
log-likelihood gradient and Hessian may be supplied by the user or computed numerically by
xtspj. The program is much faster than standard Stata code because it is written in Mata
and the maximization of the log-likelihood is carried out by a tailored Newton-Raphson
algorithm that exploits the sparsity of the Hessian.
The current version of xtspj is, of course, preliminary in many respects. For instance,
unlike other Stata routines such as [M-5] optimize(), [M-5] moptimize(), and [R] ml,
xtspj does not support the Nelder-Mead algorithm (see, e.g., Dennis and Woods (1987))
and does not allow constraints in the maximization. Further, xtspj allows only scalar fixed
effects and no time dummies. Recently, Fernández-Val and Weidner (2016) extended the
split-panel jackknife to models with both fixed and time effects. Also, xtspj is restricted to
first-order bias correction whereas higher-order versions of the split-panel jackknife exist as
well. Finally, xtspj focuses on estimating —the common parameter. There are, however,
many other estimands of interest, for example average marginal (or partial) effects or other
average quantities that depend on , the fixed effects, and the covariate values. The ML
estimates of such quantities are also biased due to the estimation of the fixed effects and
may be bias-corrected by the split-panel jackknife.
In applied work with panel data, most panel data sets are unbalanced. On the other
hand, most theoretical work on panel data assumes balanced data. Here, a version of
the split-panel jackknife for unbalanced data was proposed and its properties were investi-
gated. It was found that mild degrees of unbalancedness pose no problem for the split-panel
jackknife. The properties of the estimators under more extreme forms of unbalancedness,
for example when the vast majority of individuals have only a very small number of data
periods, remain to be investigated.
Appendix
3.A Sparsity of the Hessian
Assuming that Tj is even for all j, the unconcentrated version of _lj() is
_lj(; a
j ; cj ; dj)  2lj(; aj)  1
2

lj1/2(; c
j) + lj2/2(; d
j)

where
aj  (aj1;    ; ajNj ); c
j  (cj1;    ; cjNj ); d
j  (dj1;    ; djNj );
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are the three sets of fixed-effect parameters implicit in _lj(), and
lj(; aj)  1
NjTj
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=1
log f(Y jit; ; aji );
lj1/2(; c
j)  1
NjTj/2
NjX
i=1
Tj/2X
t=1
log f(Y jit; ; cji );
lj2/2(; d
j)  1
NjTj/2
NjX
i=1
TjX
t=Tj/2+1
log f(Y jit; ; dji ):
Here, lj(; aj), lj1/2(; cj), and lj2/2(; dj) are unconcentrated log-likelihood functions of
fixed-effect models and, therefore, they each have a sparse Hessian. In addition, it is easy
to see that
@2 _lj(; a
j ; cj ; dj)
@1@2
= 0
for every pair (1; 2) of distinct elements of .
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